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PREFACE
The work was performed by the General Electric Aircraft Engine Business
Group located in Evendale, Ohio. The program was conducted by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
under Contract NAS3-20631, "CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program." The NASA
project engineers for this program are Robert Dengler and Charles Mehalic.
The requirements of NASA Policy Directive NPD 2220.4 (September 4, 1970)
requiring the use of SI Units have been waived in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraph 5d of that Directive by the Director of Lewis Research
Center.
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1.0 SUHHARY
A program was initiated with the General Electric Company to conduct perfor-
mance deterioration studies for the CF6-50 high bypaso turbofan engine. The
basic objectives were to determine the specific causes of deterioration which
result in increased fuel consumption (performance loss), and to identify poten-
tial ways for minimizing or eliminating these effects. Normal flight record-
inks and test cell performance data were ar.aly.-.edtas well as data from hard-
ware inspect ions at airline- overhaul shops, in order to define the extent
and magnitude ,)fengin,, deterioration.
These stodies indicated that the rates of deterioration differed markedly
b°tween that of operation during aircraft checkout procedures (short term)
and revenue _ervice (long term). The short-term losses occurred rapi'ly,
whereas the long-term losses exhibited a gradual rate, The level of short-
term losses was determined to be equivalent to 0.7 percent in cruise fuel
burn (cruis_ 0fc) for all three aircraft types (OC-lO-30, A3OO-B, and Is767)
currently powered by CF6-50 engines. An assessment of performance deteri-
oration with respect to individual modules was not possible for the shirt-
term aspect, since hardware inspections are not conducted following the
checkout flights.
Because operational conditions vary, and since the airlines practice an "on-
condition" engine maintenance concept, the average period of revenue service
for an engine's initial installation varies somewhat with respect to individ-
ual aircraft type. The average long-term performance deterioration occurring
from the time of an engine's first revenue service flight until it is returned
to a m:lint,,nan('+, faci!itv tt,r refurbishmenl i.; presented below for each of
the three aircratt type_.
Aircrafl Type Hours 6 Cruise SFC,
iX:-10-30 3r.':+_ 1.5
A3OO-B ' ': ._ I. l
B7&7 l .6
Tt,e values listed are in addition to, the prior 0.7 percent A sfc deteriora-
tioa that occurs during aircraft acceptance checkout flights.
Eng,nes returned for repair are subseqtvently reassembled from the airlines'
surpl'_ of available serviceable modules which are acceptable for opera_ion,
but may have varyi.ng degrees of unrestored performance. The unrestored per-
formance losses for the average airlir _ refurbish-d engine when reinstal!ed
for additional revenue servic+- operation has been found to be euuivalent to
a cruise fuel burn of 1.8 percent. Exclusive of the unrestored performance
losses existing following refurbishment, the amount of long-term performance
deterioration occurri.ag during typical revenue service periods for engines
having multiple installations and refurbishmenta in presented below for the
three aircraft typeo.
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RPvPmtP Service
Aircraf! Type Period_ Hours A Cruise SFC=___
IX:-10-30 3030 O. 8
A300-B 2000 O. 7
8747 3850 O. 9
Based on estimated labor and fuel costs at the end of 1979, it va_ detemined
from studies that it is potentially cost effective to restore 71 ._ercent of
the unrestored losses noted for the average refurbished engine. For 1980,
this represents a potential reduction in fuel consumption of 26 million gal-
lons and savings to the airlines of 16.6 million dollars based on projected
flight hours for all CF6-50 model engines.
The potent [_l for makil'g a notable iapact toward energy conservat ion ir the
t980's has been domonst:-:,*d.
i
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!2.0 INTRODUCTION
A program was initiated for the CF6 family of turbofan engines to identify and
quantify the causes of performance deterioration which increase fuel consump-
tion. The recent energy demand has outpaced domestic fuel supplies creating
an increased United States dependence on foreign oil. This increased depen-
dence was accentuated by the OPEC embargo in the winter of 1973-1974 which
triggered a rapid rise in the price of fuel. This price rise, along with the
potential for further increases,brought about a set of changing economic cir-
cumstances _Lth regard to the use of energy. These events were felt in all
sectors of the transportation industry. As a result, the C_vernment with the
support o_ the aviation industry, initiated programs aimed et both the supply
and demand aspects of the problem. The supply aspect is being investigated
by determining the fuel availability from new sources such as coal and oil
shale, with concurrent programs in progress to develop engine combustors and
fuel systems to accept these broader based fuels.
Reduced fuel consumption is the approach being employed to deal with the de-
mand aspect of the problem. Accordingly, NASA is sponsoring the Aircraft
Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program which is directed toward reducing fuel con-
sumptLon for commercial air transports. The long-range effort to reduce fuel
consumption is expected to evolve new technology which will permit development
of a more energy efficient turbofan, or an improved propulsion cycle such as
that for turboprops. Studies have indicated large reductions in fuel usage
are possible (e.g., 15 to 40 percent); from this approach, however, a signifi-
cant impact in fuel usage is considered to be 15 or more years away. In the
near term, the only practical propulsion approach is to improve the fuel effi-
ciency of current engines since these engines will continue to be the signifi-
cant fuel users for the next 15 to 20 years.
The Engine Component Improvement (ECI) program is the element of the ACEE pro-
gram directed at improving the fuel efficiency of current engines. The ECI
program consists of two parts: (I) Performance Improvement and (2) Engine
Diagnostics. The Performance Improvement program is directed at developing
engine performance improvement and retention concepts for new production and
retrofit engines, the Engine Diagnostics effort is to provide information
related to determining the sources and magnitudes of performance deterioration
for the high bypass ratio turbofan eng{nes utilized on wide-body aircraft.
As part of the Engine Diagnostics effort, NASA-Lewis initisted a progrm with
* the General Electric Company to conduct perfo.-mance deterioration studies for
the CF6-6D and CF6-50 model engine. The basic objectives of the program were
(I) to determine the specific causes for engine deterioration which increase
fuel burn, (2) to isolate short-term losses from the longer term tosses snd,
(3) to identify potential ways to minimize the deterioration effects. This
report covers the investigation of the CF6-50 engine model; a prior report
(Reference l) summarizes the findings for the CF6-6D model engine.
3
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I3.0 APPROACII
Figure 3-I provides a graphical representation of performance deterioration
for a typical engine's llfe cycle. It indicates the rosier elements of per-
tormance deterioration and also introdt_en terminology that will he used
throughout this report. As i|lustr_ted, deterior_ttion can he couw.niently
divided into two main categories: that which occurs in the short-term, a,d
that which occurs ow.r the long-termo The short-tetra |asses are indicated
by a rapid rate of deterioration as illustrated by the vertical lira. in the
figure. These losse.q occur at the aircraft manufacturer'_ faciliLy during the
airplane flight acceptance checkout which is prior to any revenue .-etvice oper-
ation. 1%o long-term losses occur only during few.re., service operat ion and
are indicated by the more gradual rate of deterioration. 11_rt.e rosier elemt.nt_
of tong-term deter iorat ton are classified as Initial Installation (first per =
iod of revenue service and prior to any refurbishment). Unre,tored Performance
(losses remaining after typical refurbishment), and Hull[pie Installat ion also
called Hultiple Build (revemie service period._ sub._..qm.nt to Initial I,_tal-
tat ion).
The basic approach employed for the CFh-50 diagnostics efforts war to _wcumt_ =
late _uf[ ic ient [_.rtormance and hardvare inspect ion data to t.st ubl tsh p¢'rform-
tlll_.O clef.peroration |rend_ for the ¢,nttrt, lifo cyclt, of the t'lll_|lZt,. P_,rforls-
ante dntz_ wt,re obtat,od from tot_t cell rt.cordtng._ at the th.nt.r,l Elt.(:trtc
Company's and alrtine_' tat[lilies, from aircraft manuf._cturers' acceptance
flight,, and from cockpit cruise recordlngs for rew.nuL, service opt'ration
of s_.w_.ral airlines. Ilardvare data vt.re obtained tram airlin., am! (:em.ral
Electric records, and thesr re.re supplemented with on-site inspect ion el hat'd-
ware conditions at specific airline facilities. The p_.rformance dat_ _.re
uRed to establish the magnitude m_d characteristic trend of deter;oral ion.
An evaluatioo with respect to opt.rational variahle..; such as user :lirlin...
aircraft type. and _IItOUIlt of takeoff derate vs, al.o Col_lucted fay tht. long-
tertp performance deterioration data. The harduare inal_.ction data were used
to isolate the deterioration mechanimns and then thi, iuforma(ion w_, ue_.d in
conjunction with previously derived infl_0nce coefficients to assign a mag_i-
rude of loss to each mechanism. O_mparison of an overall los, a,sessed inde-
i_.ndentlV fr¢_m both hardware and performance data _as then m_th. to detevmim.
the validity of the results.
t4ased on the result'_ emanat ing from the analyst, of all data. a cost el lective-
hess feasibility study aimed at eliminating or minimi=i,g the eft_..'t, at the
deterioration mechanisms identified was then conducted. 11_e recom,w,dat ions
generated from this study are also presented herein.
4
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4.0 QUANTIFICATION OF DETERIORATION _
This section presents the major results from the studies conducted for the
purpose of identifying the magnitude and characteristic trend of performance
deterioration for the life cycle of the engine.
PERFORlqANCERESOLTS
The performance studies were designed to permit the determination of the magni-
tude of short-term losses, and to isolate the long-term losses into classifi-
cations which were similar to the divisions used to define the life cycle of
the engine (Figttre 3-1). _l_ese classifications include the on-wing toss for
the "_nitial installation of the production new engine, the ,nrestored losses
remaining after a shop visit based on test cell calibrations, and the sobse- '
quent on-wing losses after engine re-installation (termed multiple-build loss).
The results from the analyses of performance data are presented for each classi_
fication in the following sections of this report.
Short-Term Deteriorat ion ?
An objective of the CF6-50 deterioration studies was to defi_e the magnitude
and sources for the short--term losses, h_lilehardware data required to assign !
the losses to the individual damage mechanisms or sources _:re not available,
sufficient performance data were available to define the magnitude of the loss
for this aspect of performance deterioration.
Short-term losses could conceivably include those accroed during the first few
hundred hours of revemle service, as well as those tosses which occur at the
aircraft manufacturer during airplane acceptance checks prior to revenue service.
floweret, C_nera[ Electric has elected to identify short-term losses as only
those losses which occur at the aircraft manufacturer. Th_s decision was made
initially during the studies completed as part of this program for the CF6-bD
model engine. The CF6-6D results (Reference 2) indicated that this selection
was the most appropriate; therefore, the same criterion was used for these
st ud ies.
The procedure used by the Douglas Aircraft Company for acceptance of the DC-[0-
30 aircraft is typical of that also employed by The Boeing Company and Airbus
Industrie for the B7/47 and A3OO-B aircraft. After extensive ground tests,
aircraft/engine overall performance _nd system operations are reviewed during
the initial flight. The short-term loss is determined frtln steady state cruise
performance measurements taken at high altitude during the initial flight.
Additional flights are conducted, as required, for corrective actions and
formal customer acceptance,
A representative DC-IO-30 airplane checkout sequence {or a typical initial
flight during the acceptance flight program is presented schematically in
Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1. DC-IO-30 Airplane Checkcut Sequence for a
Typical Initial Flight. !
After normal takeoff and climb to medium sit itude_ a number of system checks
are conducted_ including at_ airplane stall check which produces large excur-
sions in engir;v power. 'll_ese checks art, followed by a climb to high altitude,
during _ich acceleratiou ¢'llt, cks frtlm ftigl_t idle to maximum climb power are *
conducted on each engine, one at a time. (These acceleration checks can re- o
suit in "hot rotor rebursts'* which will he discussed later.) Performance
data obtained at stabilized conditions to establish short-term deterioration
are obtained _,_n reaching cruise altitude; actual altitudes differ for each
aircraft type. Mditlonal acceleration and system checks are then performed
at cruise, and are followed by a shutdown and relight for each ,'ngine during
aircraft descent. Approach operation during the initial flight generally in-
cludes several go-arounds, and th,, flight is terminated with a landing uti-
litin)', fu|! reverser power.
Cockpit cruise performance data recorded during the first checkout flight of
eacl: aircraft iucluded both stabilized engine parameters and airplane condi-
tions. Siguficiant engine performance parameters recorded during the cruise
setting consisted el fuel flos¢ (WPH), exhaust gas temperature (EGT)_ fan
qpeed (Ni) , anti core speed (N2) , _d_ile ai.rplane conditions included alti-
tude, Hath .t_ber, and ambient temperature. In order to assess performance
deterioratiou, it was necessary to compare these cruise measurements at alti-
tude witl_ the uninstalled, sea level static performance data baseline obtained
dur _,q,,, the engine product ion accept ance test ing.
7
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Prior pffort, have produced n reliable prtxedure to correlate sea level static
measurements of EGT with those obtained during cruise epe,.ation. The corre-
lation procedure was based on englne cycle data suppteaen;ed with ctxnparinons
of EGT levels recorded during takeoff and cruise operation for a number of
revenue service engine_, l_.e procedure permits the calculation of ECT margin
from an equivalent certified maximum EGT Level for cruise conditions. Since
EGT margin can be obtained in the test cell, a direct comparison between the
equival*nt EGT margins produces the delta change. This proeedt,_._ was developed
because of the historic interest in EGT as an indicator of eng,ne health; ex-
perience dictates that the procedure produces acceptable results.
On the other hand D comparisons of test cell fuel flow levels with those ob-
tained during cruise have been characterlzed by large unexplainable varia-
tions, and a suitable adjustment procedure has not yet been developed. Expe-
rience has shown that cruise fuel flow levels have been useful primarily to
trend delta chanses with time; actual levels have been Less consistent than
EGT meamurements. Several conditions are known to contribute to greater in-
consistencies in fuel flow measurements as c_psred vLth those of EGT. F_rst,
small differences _n exhaust noaste area _d_ch occur between individual turbine
reversers or fixed noaalee can produce large changes in fuel flow, but only
small changes in EGT, S_m_larly, cha_es in thrust produce relatively large
changes in fuel flow with Mailer changes in _GT. In addition, fuel flow is
not required to be mr.altered for safe operation, and need not he established
to the same degree of accuracy as EGT.
Based on these cons'_derations, the procedure used to establish short-term fuel
burn deterioration was to determine the change in KGT margin from measured
temlx:ratures and; then, with the aid of c_mputer cycle decks, engine deriva-
tives and COmlX_nent mode|s, to calculate the correst_nding changes in fuel
flows. This fuel flow calculation procedure has been previously substantiated
with inbound test cell e_xgines where deterioration in both KGT and fuel flow
can be properly assessed.
Cruise performance data recorded d_,ring the initial checkout flight at the
three aircraft manufacturers' facilities were analyzed for representative
engines. These data describing the short-term EGT ! _ss for the CF6-SO en_.ine
are summari_ed by aircraft cyi_ in Tat, le _-I.
Table 4-I. Short-Term EGT Loss.
A Et;T St andard
Aircraft No. of l_rgin l_,viat ion
_pe F.n_ines (" C) (" C)
I_:-Ill-_I(} _I q.8 _ q,r_
A3OO-B 5t 8,3 _ 8.7
B747 7 6.5 t 4.6
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Although there is considerable spread for the individual engines, the d{stri-
but ion is considered normal, and the standard deviations are very similar to
the level measured for production new engines. The lower EGT loss measured
for the 8747 aircraft could conceivably be the result eL [_ss abusive testing
during the airplane checkout. However, the small data sample size (seven
engines) lowers confidence in the results, and a firm determination for the
B747 aircraft requires additional dtudy.
The short-term loss experienced on the 53 individual DC-IO-30 engines wast
plotted versus production engine margin to determine if a correlation was
evident. That analysis indicated that engines with better test cell margin
did not tend to sustain a larger short-term loss, and a correlation or trend
was not evident.
As discussed earlier, the measured loss in cruise EGT was used to predict the
short-term fuel burn increase. Using the appropriate procedure and adjustment
factors, the equivalent short-term cruise sic losses (fuel burn) for the mea-
sured EGT losses are summarized in Table 4-I[.
Table 4-II. Short-Term SFC Loss.
EGT _ Cruise
Aircraft l_argin $FC
Type (° C) (_)
oc-lo-30 9.8 0.78
A3OO-B 8.3 O. 6b
B747 6.5 O.52
The small sample sire of data for the B747 warrants caution even though the
change appears realistic compared with the other two aircraft types.
The airplane checkout typically consists of three to four different flights
including a finat acceptance flight prior to delivery. Available data from
the aircraft manufacturers were reviewed to determine if additional losses
, occurred during subsequent flights. Unfortunately, very tittle data uere
available and it was not possible to make a thorough assessment. However,
early revenue service data were reviewed for the three types of aircraft to
make a cursory determination of the deterioration characteristics following
the initial checkout flights. (Note: prior studies for the CFb-bD engine
model indicated very little deterioration occurs after the initial checkout
flight during at least the first several hundred hours of engine operation.)
The cruise data available from early revenue service operation are summarized
in Table 4-III.
9
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TabLe 4-III. Early Revenue Service EGT Loss.
A EGT Standard
Aircraft No. of Time Hargin Deviat ion
Type Engine.s Hours Cycles (* C) (* C)
i:
DC-10-30 16 200 60 19.8 _+ 8.9
A300-B 2L 200 153 15.3 + 5.2
8747 20 340 65 14.8 ± 8.1
Comparisons of these data with the short-term losses assessed from initia'
checkout flights (Table 4-I) produced the changes in EGT margin as presented h|i
in Table 4-1V. !/
l
Tab le 4-1V. EGT Margin Compar ison.
Short Early I!Airct aft Term Revenue Di f ference
Type (" C) (" C) ('C) f
DC- 10-30 9.8 tO. 8 t.O _
A300-8 8.3 iS. 3 7. O r
8747 b.5 t4.8 8.3 r
L
These early revenue service data indicate very little change in the deterio- I.
ration for the DC-10-30, a result which is in agreement with data obtained
for CFb-6D engines installed on the DC-10-10 aircraft. The large change for
the A300-8 during early revenue service could be attributed to the high number iL
of accumulated cycles (153), however, the EGT change is larger than expected
based on the long-term studies which are discussed Later. The change for the
8747 aircraft is also larger than expected based on the tong-term studies, but
does confirm the belief that the small data sample size (seven engines) avail-
able to describe the short-term losses for the 8747 aircraft may have produced
inaccurate results.
Rased on these studies, short-term deterioration for th,, CFb-50 engine is best
summarized by the following statements:
, There is not a significant difference in short-term losses for the *.
CF6-50 engine when utilized on the DC-IO-30, A3OO-B, or 8747 air-
craft.
• The average short-term loss for the CFb-50 model engine is approxi-
mately 9" C loss in EGT margin and 0.7Z increase in cruise fuel burn.
In
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Long-Term Deter iorat ion
Initial Installation- The performance deterioration characteristics for the
in{tiM instaltatlon of the engine is of primary concern to the engine manu-
facturer, since it is only during this period that an engine is tested with
all new components. As such, the deterioration characteristics provide con-
siderable insight into the durability capabilities of the engine, which identi-
fies any need or needs for specific prtxtuct improvements. On the other hand,
since the initial installation engine represents only a small percentage of
the entire fleet, these data are less meaningful to the airlines.
Two general types of performance data were utilized to determine the long-term
deterioration characteristics for the production new engine. First cockpit
cruise recordings obtainad by the airlines during revenue service were accu-
mulated and analyzed to produce deterioration trends. These cruise data which
were generally obtained from in-house General Electric files are in various
formats, but all are expressed in delta deviations. The baseline in all cases
is the applicable aircraft manufacturer's flight manual which includes expected
engine parameters for various flight conditions. The second source of avail-
able performance data was from a limited number of test cell recallbrations of
deteriorated engines prior to refurbishment.
Cruise Trend Data:
There was a large quantity of revenue service cockpit recordings from which
to statistically derive tl_e magnitude and trends of cruise performance deterio-
ration. The airlines currently use cruise data to derive monthly trends for
the average of all engines in their fleets. Nhile this procedure produces a
statistical fuel burn trend for the fleet (information of major economic con-
cern), it provides very little insight into the deterioration characteristics
of the individual engines. Therefore, for the benefit of this program, the
revenue service cruise data were analyzed by tracking the performance level
from instal t_t ion to removal for specific individual engines on a regular basis
(monthly, or _s regularly as feasible). This method not only permitted assess-
ment of engine performance deterioration characteristics as required to satisfy
program objectives, but also produced the necessary comparative data required
to identify potential effects from operational variables. Because each engine
was being trended on the same basis of A cruise sfc since installation (base-
line earliest cruise data available), it was possible to group the individual
trends to derive a statistical average by adjusting the initial starting points
to a zero or common reference.
The airlines trend fuel flow and other cruise performance parameters at con-
stant fan speed, not thrust. 1"his provides a convenient and effective method
for trending performance changes for conditian monitoring purposes, ltowever,
the actual fuel burn increase (cruise sfc) caused by deterioration is dif-
ferent than actually measured by changes in fuel flow at fan speed based on
cycle deck and other analytical models used to compare sea level with cruise
operation. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate these changes in cruise
11
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sfc, since installed thrust, required to calculate cruise sfc, cannot be mea-
sured in flight. Based on previous experiences using the mathematical model :
of a thermodynamic cycle for a deteriorated CF6-50 engine, the change in
cruise sfc is equivalent to approxiuately 0.9 percent of the cruise fuel flow
delta at constant fan speed. The cruise sfc levels discussed in this report
were derived using this factor.
Cruise performance trend data were collected and analyzed for the initial in-
stallation of CFb-50 engiues installed on the three different aircraft.
Statistical curve fits of these data were studied using least-square poly-
nomial curve fit techniques for polynomials to the third degree of the form:
¥ = AO  AIX  A2X2+ A3X3
Stepwise regression techniques were used to identlfy the "best fit" curves
for the normalized data, and the resultant fits for all three aircraft types
was linear for both hours and cycles. There is a wide spread in the individual
data points; however, the confidence levels associated with the average trends
are over 99 percent.
The fuel flow and EGT trends are summarized for a representative group of
engines for the DC-I0-30, A3OO-B, and B7/47 aircraft in Figures /4-2 through /4-13.
these data are shown as a loss at constant fan speed and as a function of both
accumulated hours (Time Since Installation - TS[) and cycles (Cycles Since
Installation - CS[). The losses are represented b) a linear rate with tim. as
dictated by the best statistical fit of the data.
Data obtained from Figures 4-2 through /4-7, using the appropriate adjustment
factors to obtain equivalent cruise sfc levels, produce the deterioration
levels for the three different aircraft types as shown in Table /4-V.
Table 4-V. Initial Installation Long-Tenn Losses.
Takeoff 6 Cruise A Cruise
Aircraft A IGT Fuel Flow sfc
Type Hours/Cyc lea (* C) (X) (Z)
DC-IO-30 3,000/877 15 l.b 1.5
A3OO-B 2,000/1,334 14 1.2 I. 1
B147 4, O00/112 L2 l. 14 I. h
These data cover the period from initiation of revenue service and do not in-
clude the short-term losses which occurred during aircraft acceptance flights.
The hours pc_sented in this chart are considered representative times for the.
available data, and the hours-to-cycles relationships as shown are typical
for the three aircraft type.;.
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Figure ,1-3. EGT Deterioration - Initial Installation DC-IO-30.
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Figure 4-5. EGT Deterioration - Initial Installation A3OOB.
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Figure 4-8. Fuel Flow Deterioration - Initial Installation DC-IO-30.
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Figure 4-9. EGT Deterioration - ln_tt_:l Installation Ir-lO-30.
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Figure 4-10. Fuel Flow Deterioration - Initial Installation A3OO-B.
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Figure 4-11. EGT Deterioration - Initial Installation A3OO-B.
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Comparative deterioration rates for the CF6-50 engine installed on the three
different aircraft types was established using the data presented in Figures
a-2 through 4-13. The Losses in takeoff EGT margin and cruise sfc as a rate
per L,O00 hours and per 1,000 cycles are presented tn Table &-VI.
/
Table 4-VI. Initial Installation Deter iorec ion _,ate8.
.......... Pe/OOO:"ours]Per1ooocycO
Aircraft _ Hour/Cycle 6 Et_T A sfc ] e-EGT- A eft"
r_pe Ratio . (" C) (Z) [ (" C) (Z) _
!
i / r
i DC-IO-30 3,42 : $ 0,5_ 17 1,7
e7_7 . 5.tO _" 3 0.4 14 2.4, '
These data indicate that the shorter flight;Length (Hour/Cycle) produced
a higher deterloratton rate for a given _number of hours. On the other hand,
the shorter flight lenFth generally produces less;deterioration for a given
number of cycles. 11_is is understandable, since the shorter flight length _
for a given number of cycles accumulates fewer hours; i,e,, L,O00 a3oo-a cy- _
cte8 will accumulate !,500 hours while the same number of cycles on the B747 i:
aircraft will produce 5,180 hours, It i_ known and supported by these data
that both hours and cycles have an effect on deterioration rate and, in the
practical sense, the contribution fr_a the individual sources cannot be
property isolated,
While the data presented in Table 4-VI generally support the afotementioned_, ,,
Logic, some inconsistencies in the rates at "It000 cycles" ate evident._ The /
sfc Level recorded for the B747 aircraft appears higher than expected based
on the ZGT Loss, Th_s difference has been _omewhat influenced by the date
quality since its standard deviation is 1,02 percent clamp;ted with 0,68 and
0.75 percent for the other t_m samples. The _r and 8fc levels recorded for
the DC-L0-30 aircraft both appear hi_,h based on. the comparative results pre-
sented at "L,O00 hours." This same condition was observed for the multiple-
build engines, and a detailed explanation including the most Likely cause is
presented in the discussion of multiple-build engines presented Later in this :
report,
_J
Perfomance at First Removal:
The second source of available performance data to describe the long-term de-
terioration characteristics for the initial installation engine was fr_ a
Lhaited number of inbound tests of deteriorated engines prior to refurbish_nt,
Test cell calibration runs of • deteriorated engine can be used to correlate
the observed ermine Losses with measured sea level Losses at the tim of re-
moval, A direct measurement of 8fo lose i8 avaitable from the sea level in-
bound test cell runt which posits correlation wLth the cruise 8fc Loss (actual
'I lg
_t
?
;
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Ifuel burn) calculated Eros cruise fuel flow trends. This is required since
sfc is not directly measured during cruise operation because thrust measure- i
uents are not available. Test cell calibration data fro,, ir_ound deteriorated
engines are also used for the hardware studies to verify module performance
, assessments based on hardware inspection results.
t
Inbound test cell performance data obtained prior to engine refurbishment were
available for three deteriorated engines. Each engine (two DC-LO-30 and one
B747) had accumulated over 4,000 hours of revenue service, and the average time
at removal was 4,660 hours and 902 cycles. The significant test cell data for
these deteriorated engines is presented in Table 4-VII.
Table 4-VII. Inbound Test Cell Performance Data.
Aircraft A EGT A S% A ECT/A sEc
Type ltours/Cy,cles (" C) Crui..s_e,(Z) katio ,,.
DC-LO-30 4, 7.T_./1,039 38 3.0 12.7
DC-IO-30 4,758/917 34 1.0 34.0 :
B747 4,467/750 39 2.6 15.0
As shown, the A ECT Increases for the three individual engines are consistent,
buc h sfc's show a large variance for the three individual engines. This _
large variance for individual engines is also typical for cruise performance i
dais; this being the reason why a larks data sample si_e is required to pro- i
duce meanlnsful results. 1_hite the average Loss of 2.2 percent in cruise I
fuel burn for the three engines compares well with an estimated 2.1 percent _
Eor the fleet (presented and discussed in the followin_ paragraph), the data 1
is only of limited use due to the small sample size. I
i i
The cruise sfc (fuel burn) deterioration established for the initial instal- i
lation of a production new CF6-§O engine based on the foregoing studies is I _
presented in Table 4-VIII. i:
Since the hours selected for the data presented in Table 4-VllI are cumpetlble iwith fleet removal data, these results are considered representative for the
'_ fleet and are the best representation of the deterioration characteristics
_ for the initial installation of the CF6-50 model engine.
,_ I_rest0red Performan¢.e Losses - A second major element of engine deteriore-
:_ Lion is unrestored loss, i.e., the performance loss remaining after a typical
refurbishment by the airline as compared with the production new baseline.
_0
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Table 4-VIII. Initial Installation - Lens-Term DeterioratLou.
t , ,.m
Short Long Total at
Aircraft Term Term Removal* Hours at !
Type (Z) (Z) (Z) Removal
,i t l
De-10-30 0.7 1. $ 2.2 3,000 _:
4
A300-B 0.7 1.1 1.8 2,000
R747 0.7 |.6 2.3 4,000
* Short Term plus Lens Term _
After an ensiue i8 rebuilt, Lie performance i8 measured in a test cell to as-
sure the engine meets operational and performance requirements. This calibra-
tion test not only establishes the performance level for the refurbished an-
sine, but also serves as the baseline for future ou-wlnS deteriorattondeter- ,_
miner Lone.
The policy for most of the 54 alrl_nes who utilize the CF6-50 engine is to
join a consortium where refurbishment of the various aircraft and eu$tnee is
performed by one of the member airlines, generally termed the central qent.
For purposes of this study, data from one of these central agents (one who
provides the major overhaul/refurbishment for approximately 30 percent of the _.
total fleet) was used for assessment of uurestored losses.
This specific airline was chosen as representative _or a number of reasons.
First, this shop routinely refurbishes 15 to 20 engines a month which is :_
about four times greater than the next largest st the seven other central _
agents. Second, this shop, except for routine line maintenance repairs, per-
forms all maintenance and repairs for all members of its consortium, whereas
other cousortium8 permit extensive module replacement and some repair by its
member airlines. The policy of permitting only minimum repairs by airlines *_
other than the central agent not only contributes to a larger total of en-
gines being refurbished each mouth by the central agent, but also yields more
consistency in the individual modules since they are all processed by the
same source. In addition, the test cell recallbratione are conducted with a
fixed conical noszle (slave teat cell equipment), whereas ether central a_ents
utilise the turbine reverser exhaust system assigned for revenue service. The
former practice produces more consistent test data and a better understanding
of engine deterioration by elimiuatins any variation In exhaust noesle area) due to normal tolerances and/or deterioration of the turbine reverser.
_I The test cell performance results are generally available from a t|me-sharinR
_ computer network established bet_men this airline and General Electric in
_vandsle, Ohio. Overall performance level trends can be derived from these :
data and compared with new ensin_ 'cycle as shipped from production. 8uffi-
cient instrumentation is not available to properly isolate the performance
effects for the major components (hLah pressure compressor, high pressure
r
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turbine, Low pressure turbine, and fan), but a reasonable estiaate can be
generated to isolate the contribution from the core sad low pressure systems.
all airline cells ere correlated with the Ceneral Electric production test
cell at gvendale end a cell factor has been derived for thrust adjustment.
This is a Regulatory requirement_ since secondary airflow for a given cell :'
(ceil pumping) does produce a significant effect on thrust and ts dependent ;:
of the teat cell size, inlet and discharge areas, and other considerations.
These test cell considerations can also result in differences in other air-
line performance data with respect to that obtained in the production cell.
While adjust_nt factors for paraueters other than thrust ere not required
: for airline trending purposes, accurate factors are required for comparison
with the production new baseline. These factors were derived during a recent
cell correlation for the representative airline, and the necessary adjust-
meats have been included in all analyses.
& total of 224 tests of refurbished engines conducted during 1979 were ant-
lyzed to determine the representative performance Levels. The average test
cell perfornance Level for CF6-_0 refurbished engines which had been subjected
to from one to twelve refurbistmeute, show no increasing or decreasing trends.
Individual plots of sfc and SCT margin representing the averages of at Least
20 individual engines are abowu plotted against the averages of all engine_
in Figures 4-14 and 4-15. The data are plotted for both accumulated ensine _
hours and accumulated engine cycles. These findings are in agreement with
the results obtained for the CF6-6 engines in that the unrestored performance _
levels are essentially the same after refJ,rb_shment irrespective of how nmny •
aboD visits to which the engine has been subjected, once it has seen at least _
two shop visits, (There were not enongh data to be confid_nt concerning the *
first shop visit.) This means the average mmunt of restored performance w_8 ,_
cotncidentally equivalent to the average loss during the previous installation.
It must be recognised, however, that these results were based on averaging a JJ
large number of engines in the fleet which indicated considerable variance
_or the individual engines in both the amount unreetored during a shop visit
and that lost during service operation.
When engines are returned to the shop for repair, they are normally separated
into the component modules which are then dispersed to serrate repair eta- j
tions. The modules lose their engine identity; rarely are the el modules
reaseeubled into the same _ngine after repair. The use of the individual i
_oduLes is randy, thus eliminating the tendency for the shorter time engines _
with fewer rebuilds and Lees accumulated thte to be significantly different
:_ than the longer time engines. The engine m_dules are also mt separated by
'taircraft installation" during repairs since at I engine parts, except for /
several controls and accessories items, are identical _song the model des_- •
_ nations used cat the three different aircraft.
Since no trend was evident based on accusulated engine thee, the average
i_ unrestornd overall performance level is beet represented by determining the
_ean Levels from the available data. The avarase overall unrestored Levels, /
relative to _vera8e performance of new engines as included Lit Figures 4-L4 _
and 4-L$. ere tabuLated in Table h-L1(. !.
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Table 4-IX. Unrestored Performance Loss.
St8 "' Cruise _
Takeoff gquivalent
A sfc (Z) 2.3 1.8
The cruise equivalent sfc was derived using the thermodynamic cycles and i
other factors previously discussed. Since the engine hardware is not sepa-
rated by eagine type (aircraft installation) and the engine modules are cem-
pletely intermixed man8 eqines during repairs, these data are considered _
representative of the unrestored losses for the Cir6-50 model engine. _:
The outbound performance levels for the CF6-50 _qines refurbished by five
other rep_tLr sources germ ales axained as part of these studies. Analysis _-
of that data, vhLch included one engine that had completed 11 shop visits, :_
also indicated that an increasing or decreasin8 trend vith accumulated time
vie not evident. These data ate shorn in Figures 4-16 and 4-17 and ere plot- :,
ted for both accumuLated hours (Time 8Lace Nev) and cycles (Cycles Since
liev), hch data point presented in Figures 4-16 and 4-17 represents a single .
engine vhile each data point in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 represents the average
of at least 20 engines - this being the reason for the indicated dif[erences
in the spread for the data points. _:
k_[le thls limited data did agree with the previous finding that unrestored
losses are relatively constant for each shop visit, the mean levels for these
data do not agree well vith the levels detenui.ned for the representative cen-
tral overhaul agent. Compared vith the average levels from Fikures 4-16
through &-l?, the average for theJe limited eugines was 0.4 percent poorer in '*L
eft and was 12" C votes in EGTmargin. Mditioosl analysis of the data vhich _
spanned s 3-year tism period indicated the majority of the data yam from _-
airlines vho vere not central smears, i.e., those that performed only Limited
replacement/repair of engine nodules during a shop visit. Therefore, these
engines are not representative of the typical refurbished engine, and the
limited repairs during the shop visits are the probable cause for the poorer _.
performance " *mar8 ins. )
, Hulti ,le Installation (Multi le-Build) E ine8 - Cruise performance trend _°
0 engines installed on the three
different aircraft types to determina the deterioration characteristics for
the mult lple-buitd engine classification. The long-term deterioration charac-
_¢" r teristlcs vere quantified separately for each aircraft type, and comparisons
i:'_ vere conducted in an effort to better understand the contributions from the
-.,_ many variables.
The incremental cruise performmce losses in gOT and fuel burn vere derived
from aircraft cockpit trend data relative to the earliest available measmred
cruise performance _'ata point (explained store fully in Appendix A). Cruise
?
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trend data in sufficient quantity and quality wre available from five
operators of DC-IO-30 aircraft, and two operators each of the A300-B and B747
types. Data for several aircraft types were available from the sm-e airline,
and usable data fro., one operator were available for all three aircraft types.
engined it was decided to "screen" all available data. The basic question
was whether to use all data regardless of time-on-wing, which includes infant
mortality failures as well as better than average engines; or restrict the
data base to some specific throe-on-wins criteria. It was determined for those
studies (Reference L) that _.ile the average of al_ ensLnes provides the best
statistical fleet average for costs or other airlLne considerations, the best
method for this progran gas to restrict the data to elininate those en8inee
with nontypical rise at removal (both better end worse). This is believed to
represent the best approach for describiq the lens-team deterioration charac-
teristics for the average engine; and the CF6-50 ensLne data base was restric-
ted to product 8 thee-on-via8 band ae roll as possible consistent with yield-
Ln8 an adequate sample else.
ExamLnation of available records fron !)C-10-30 aircraft LnstaLlations showed
a range of engine ti e-on-wing up to 5,000 hours with most of the data in the
2,000- to 4,000-hour range. The ueen time-on-wing for the fleet during this I
tie period was 3,030 hours. The distrLbution of the installation duratLon
for the performance data obtained 88 pert of the Is.g-term deteriorat ion study
is shown in the schematic in Figure 4-18. Engines outside the 2,000- to 4,000- _=
hour category were considered not typical of Long-term deterioration charac-
teristics and _re not used in the study.
SufficLent quantLties of cruLse trend data were avaLlable from only two air-
lines utLliaLng B747 aircraft. Removal records Lndicate the average tie-
on-wing for a multiple-build engine Lnstalled on • B747 aLrcraft was 3,850
hours. Figure 4-18 also shows the distrLbution of these data, and ensLnes
outside the 2,$00- to 4jOOO-hour range were excluded from this study. :-_
Similarly, sufficient data was available frcu two operators'of A3OO-B aircraft
for this study. The nominal on-via8 tlae Ls 2,000 hours for multiple-build
engines installed on this type aircraft. The distribution shown Ln the sche-
matic presented in FL8ure 4-18 was the basle for excluding engines outside •
the 1,300- to 2,500-hour ran8e.
Actual plotc of all cruise trend data available for multiple build engines
installed on the three aircraft are presented in Appendix B. The actual _
cruise trend plots for the engines selected for this program are presented in
a separate section of Append;.x g. Average values of cruise fuel flow (Wlq4) 5
and EGT at constant speed (N 1) are presented as a function of time and cycles
since overhaul (T80 and CSO).
B8
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Statistical curve fits of these data were generated using the least-square
polynomial curve fit techniques for polynomials to the third degree of the
form:
y = Ao + AIX + A2X2 + A3X3
The cruise dat_ had been obtained for individual engine installations and were
normalized relative to the first data point for each installation. Stepwise
regression techniques were used to identify "best fit" curves for the normal-
ized data from multiple build installations. The resulting composite fits of
multiple-build cruise trend data for all three aircraft types were linear with
both TSO and CSO. The standard errors of estimate (SEE) (approximately equal
to the standard deviation) are shown on each curve. Although there is a wide
spread in the individual data points, the confidence levels associated with
the average or composite trends are over 99 percent. Examination of alternate
curve fits shoved some higher order polynomials yielded nearly equal quantita-
tive results. However, the shape of these curves does not appear to be char-
acteristic of the shape of the individual engine deterioration curves and is
believed to be caused by dilution of the sample by a higher proportion of
lover time engines. 1_erefore, the linear curve fit was used for data unless
otherwise specified.
Figures 4-19 and 4-20 present the cru;.se fuel burn deteriorat ion trends for
the CF6-50 engine as a function of hours and cycles for each aircraft type.
The data base and data fit procedure p_'eviousty described were used to pro-
duce a single curve and sigma variation (dashed lines) for each configuration.
tote that the cruise fuel burn deterioration curves wore generated frt_ cruise
fuel flow trend plots at constant fan speed by applying the proper adjustment
factor to obtain equivalent cruise sfc. These data are considered most repre-
sentative to describe the magnitude and trends of performance deterioration
for the CFb-50 engines.
As presented in Figures 4-t9 and 4-20, the total delta performance toss was
general1,, the same for each aircraft type at nominal removal times (0.8 per-
cent, 0.8 percent and 0.95 percent), but the actual deterioration rate (toss
per unit time) was significantly different. Deterioration rates for each
aircraft type with respect to a_cumulated hours and cycles are compared in
Figure 4-21 and Table 4-X. Table 4-X shows _he wide variance in deteriora-
tion rates at three selected intervals: nomi,:mt time-to-removal, 2,000 hours
since refurbishment, and 700 cycles since refurbishment. The possible reasons i
fo.- the observed differences are discussed in the following sections of this i
report.
f
OperatioBal Variables - Cruise trend data were further examined to evaluate
the influence of operational variables on engine deterioration rate. Vari-
ables that were expected to have an effect on the different deterioration
rates noted for the three aircraft types include: riser air|ine, average
flight length, typical power derate at takeoffs aircraft type, instrlle,!
position on aircraft, and airline maintenance (shop). In actual practice,
these variables are combined to make it difficult to isolate the individual
effects. Aircraft type and average flight length tend to be associated, as
28
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Table 4-X. Composite CFfi-50Deterioration Rates.
Nominal Time-to-Removal
Hour/Cycle Aircraft Nominal TSI AEGT AWFM AEGT/ANFM
Ratio Type (Hours) (" C) (Z) (° C/Z)
5.5 B747 (3,850) 9.3 1.04 8.9
3.9 DC-10-30 (3,030) 10.6 0.87 12.2
i
1.3 A3OO-B (7,000) 10.8 0.87 12.4
t
At 2,000 Hours i
5.5 B747 4.8 O. 54 8.9
3.9 DC-] 0-30 7.0 0.57 12.3
1.3 A300-B 10.8 0.87 12.4
4
At 700 Cycles
5.5 B747 8.7 I.02 8.5
3.9 DC-10-30 10.0 0.81 12.3
1.3 A300-B 3. x 0.26 11.9 i"
7
does user airline, w_th flight lengths and typical takeoff derate. In addi-
tion, data samples suitable for isolating the _ndividuaL effects tended to
be too small to be statistically significant.
Comparisons that were found to have the most significant effect on deterl-
oration rate proved to be average flight length and derate at takeoff power.
It wilt be shown that these two effects, which are a function of the aircraft
type and user airline can account for the different deterioration rates noted
for the three aircraft types. Some of the other potential contributors proved
more difficult to isolate or were of insignificant magnitude, but the cumula-
tive effects for all other variables appeared to have only minor significance.
; The major results from the studies conducted to determine the major causes
for the differences _n deterioration rates noted for the three aircraft types
are d,scussed in the following paragraphs.
User Airline:
Data from five operators of DC-IO-30 aircraft with CF6-50 mutt ipte build en-
gines installed were analyzed to determine whether different airlines tended
to produce significant differences in the performance deterioration rate.
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)line installations of I)C-10-30 aircraft in the nominal 3,000-hour category
were selected for each airline. The available data sample for the B747 and
A300-B aircraft were limited to two airlines for each configuration and, as
such, only limited comparisons could be conducted for those aircraft types.
Best curve fits using the regression techniques discussed earlier were estab-
lished for a11 data. Some curve fits were best described by the second order
term in the polynomial, while others required a linear fit. The analyses were
conducted for both hours and cycles, but the data quality for the A300-B based
on cycles, as indicated by the curve fit, was unacceptable and that comparison
was not included.
Cruise trend plots of both _uel flow and EGT at constant fan speed are pre-
sented for accumulated hours in Figures 4-22 through 4-24, and for accumulated
cycles in Figures 4-25 and 4-26. A tabular comparison of these results is pre-
sented in Table 4-XI. Each airline is arbitrarily listed by a letter desig-
nation (which has no significance to the airline), and the maintenance shop
or central agent that performs the major refurbishment for the llsted atrllnes
is also shown.
The data as presented in Table 4-XI indicate no significant differences in
the deterioration rates for four of th_ five operators of the DC-10-30 air-
craft. The engines being utilized by the other operator (Atrllne C) deterl-
orate at a much slover rate for both accumulated hours and cycles. This
operator utilizes the DC-10-30 aircraft for a stgniflcantly longer flight
length (5.17 hours compared vtth a 3.6-hour average), and also refurbishes
his own engines. The longer fllght length (less cycles at constant hours)
is known to be responsible for lover deterioration rates; but if all other
variables are equal, the longer flight length should produce more deterlora-
tl,)nat constant cycles. The generally higher deterlorat_on rate experienced
at constapt cycles results from the higher number of accumulated hours, l.e.,
lu the case of Airline C, at 800 cycles the accumulated hours woul',be 4,136
(800 x 5.17) compared with only 2,880 (800 x 3.6) hours for the average for
the DC-10-30 aircraft. These data suggest that some other variable in addi-
tion to flight length is contributing to the observed differences in deteri-
oration rates.
The comparison for the two operators o_ B747 aircraft indicated only slight
differences as shown in Table 4-Xl. The deterLorat[on in both EGT and fuel
flow were similar as were the _light length and refurbistment source. The
data indicate a slight tnconsLstency in that the deterioration for Airline E
was slightly higher than that for Airline F at constant hours even though
the flLght l_ngth was greater. These differences could suggest an influence
_ from another variable; however, these differences are considered within Masure-
_._I rant accuracies based on the data sample six.
_" Coml_'rLson of A300-B data from the two operators indicates a si.snLficant dif-
'_ ferencL in deterlorat ion st constant hours as shown in Table 4-Xi. The re-
furbLshment source can be eliminated since it is common, and the one obvious
_ variable is the ftil_ht lent_th. Note, agaLn the lonl_er t'l;Rht lenRth (50 per-
cent higher) correlates with the lower deterioration rate.
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The comparisons show. in Table 4-XI tend to indicate at face value that engine
deterioration rate can be correlated with the user airline; hovever, detailed
analysis indicated that flight length produced a better correlation. These
studies also indicated that another variable(s) must be isolated to achieve
an acceptable correlation.
Aircraft Type :
l_hite the previous discussions compared the results for the same aircraft
operated by different airlines, the data sample size yes also sufficient to
compare the deterioration rs_.es for the different aircrsft type vhen operated
by the same airline. Data vere available from one airline (designated E in
previous discussions) vho operates all three aircraf_ types vith CF6-50 en-
gines installed. The results from the comparisons at a constant 2,000 hours
are presented in Table 4-XII.
Table 4-XlI. Performance Deterioration at 2,000 Hours - (Airline E).
Hour/Cycl e AEGT AWFH h EGT/hWFH
Aircraft satin (* C) (Z) (* C/Z)
B747 5.62 5.0 O. 34 14.7
IX_-lO-30 4.10 6.1 0.50 12.2
A3OO-B 1.07 12.6 1.03 12.3
These data again indicate a Soo_ correlation for the rate of perforumnce
deterioration vith flight length at constant hours. As shotm, the shorter
fliaht length of 1.07 hour for the k300-B produced a significantly higher
deterioration rate than experienced on either the DC-10-30 or B747 aircraft.
An interesting observation from these data - not directly associated vith
the studies to determine the reason for the differences in deterioration rates
for the three aircraft types - is the ratio of AEGT/&WFH. This ratio is a good
indicator to isolate the influence of the core engine from the tow pressure
• components. Deterioration of core engine components (high pressure turbine
or compressor) produces a terse increase in both ECT and fuel flov while de-
terioration of low pressure components (fan or lov pressure turbine) results
in s large increase in fuel flow but only a omall change in EGT. Hence, de-
terioration of the tow pressure components produces a much lover ratio for
AKCT/A_q4 than does deterioration of the h;sh pressure components. It is
interesting to note that the ratio of AEGT/AliTH for all three aircraft types
ere sbsilar, indlcatin S that vh[te deterioration is more rapid for the A300-S,
the hardware deteriorat ion sources may be similar.
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Another comparison of air:raft types operated by the same airline was avail-
able from another airline, This airline operates both A3OO-B and B747 air-
craft and the data base was sufficient to obtain comparative data at 2,000
hours as presented in Table 4-XI11.
Table 4-XXII. Perfocmance Deterioration by Aircraft Types (Airline F).
flour/Cycle AEGT AWFH AKGTIAWFIq
Aircraft lhltio (" C) (Z) (" C/_)
B747 5.30 4.3 0.45 9..5
A300-B 1. .55 9, 7 O. 72 13..5
As sho_m, these data reinforce the previous findings which indicated a corre-
lation between flight length (hours/cycles) and deterioration rate at constant
hour s.
These studies have indicated that the user airline per se, does not correlate
vith deteriorat ion rate. This means that each airline may not obtain similar
deterioration rates for each aircraft type since other variables that affect
deterioration rate, such ss flight Length, could be different for each airline.
The _tudies also indicated a good correlation between flight length and deteri-
oration rate, but did not completely eliminate the aircraft t;pe as a signifi-
cant contributor.
Takeof f I)erate:
The search for a variable that would Lnterrelate vith flight length to possi-
bly produce s good explanatLon for the different deterioration rates noted
for the various airlines and aircraft types, quickly led to average derate at
takeoff power. Factory testing and airline experience has indicated that the
maxlmum temperature level achieved during each flight produces a significant
effect on engine performance deterioratLon. Experience has also indLcated
: that the route structures flown by the various airlines and the type of axr"-
craft being utilized were generally the factors vhich indicated the amount of
derate (reduced .hrust) that yam utilized for individual takeoffs. Since the
derate policy and rou_.e structure are different for each airline, these items
; produced a vide variance in the average takeoff derate utilised by the lndi-
v iduaL airlines.
! Cruise performance trend data. engine removal times and other statLstice vere
reviewed to determine the influence of average takeoff derate on deteriors-
tLon. The previous comparisons were all conducted at constant hours and indi-cated s vide difference Ln the deterioration rates for the three aLrctsft
t
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types. However, comparison of data for the individual airc._a[t types indi- _
cared very little difference in the magnitude of deterioration at typical
engine removal t i_es. The average deteriorat ion for both fuel flow and EGT ,
are presented in Figure 4-27. Note, these are averages by aircraft types for
the entire fleets, and the average flight lengths are slightly different than
that presented during previous discussions. Even thouRh the average removal
times vary from 2,000 to 3,850 hours, the similarity of the magnitudes of
deterioration suggests that the engine stays on winR until a certain level of
deterioration has occurred. This is in agreement with the previous finding
which indicated that the sources of deteriorat ion (high or low pressure compo- ,
nents) do not appear to change drastically with increased or decreased deteri-
oral ion rates.
Figure /.-28 shows there is a marked relation between the average flight length
and the number of hours or cycles until removal. As shown, the short flight
Length of the A3OO-B produces approximately twice as many cycles and half as
many hours before removal as the longer flight Lengths of the DC-IO-30 and
B7/.7 aircraft. This substartiates the data previously presented in that both
hours and cycles have a sign_flcant effect on deterioration and the individual
contributions cannot be separated. Indeed, as a first-order approximation,
the simple product of hours Co removal times cycles at removal is fairly con-
slant over these flight cycle lengths as shown in Figure /.-29.
The average derate in takeoff power is likely to be significantly different
for each aircraft type when utilized on the sane route structures due to air-
craft design considerations. Twin-engined aircraft are, by nail, re, relatively
more overpowered at takeoff than three-engined or four-engined aircraft due
to engine-out considerations. Average flil_ht length is also likely to have
an effect on takeoff derate for each specific aircraft type due to the takeoff
gross weight differences based on required fuel Loads.
Typical levels of take,)ff power derate utilized for some individual airlines
were available, and ,-_e,4 in conjunction with the deterioration data presented
at typical removal trees to investigate the effects of takeoff power derate.
Figures 4-30 and 4-31 shay EGT and fuel flow deterioration for nine individual
airlines using the three different aircraft types, as well as the composite or
average value for each aircraft type based on the data presented in Figure
/.-29. The data are plotted in Figures 4-30 and /,-31 as a function of flight
length versus delta deterioration (EGT and WFM) at removal, and the aveTage
takeoff derate employed by the individual airlines is shown in parentheses.
The individual airline data show somewhat more spread than the composite
data, with a significant tendency for the ut_lization of more derate to indl- !
care less deterioration. This is based upon examination of the individual
data points clustered around either the 1.5, 3.$, or 5.$ average hours/cycle
values, which generally indicate that more derate correlates with less total
deterioration at removal.
The real impact of takeoff power derate i8 apparent upon the eKmnination of
the rate at which performance deterioration takes place. Figures 4-32 end
/.-33 show deteriorat ion rates for cruise fuel floz and KGT for individual air-
lines and the fleet composite as a [unction of flight length. Note that the
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rate of deterioration is substantially lower for airlines with long flight
lengths and large azounts of derate at constant hours which now explains
several apparent inconsistencies noted in previous discussions.
As shown in Figures 4-30 and _-31, the shorter A3OO-B fllght cycle resulted in
less deterioration at removal than did the engines installed for the lonpr
DC-10_30 flight lengths. A re-evaluation of that data in light of the derate
effects indicates that the cause can be attributed to takeoff derate since
the average for the A3OO-B was 10.3 percent as coasted with 5.6 percent
for the DC-IO-30 operators.
In the previous discussion concernin8 performance deterioration for five air-
lines which operated DC-10-30 aircraft, the operator termed Airline C sus-
tained considerably less deterioration than the other four individual oper-
ators, a fact thai could not be explained only by flight length. Interest-
[ugly, this operator utilized the DC-IO-30 aircraft on a flight lensth
comparable to the longer flight length of typical B747 users, and with the
highest level of derate for any airline with this approximate flight length.
This airline exhibited the lowest deterioration rate for all the individual
s_rtines as shown in Figures 4-32 and 4-33. (DC-IO-30 aircraft plot at 5.2
hours/cycle and 12.1 percent derate). The data clearly show that the missing
link was average takeoff derate, and the combination of the longer flight
length and more derate rroduced the lower deterioration rate for that airline.
The var_.ances in engine deterioration rates noted for the three aircraft types
were not due to inherent design differences, but were directly the result of
flight length and average takeoff derate. The deterioration rates tend at
face value to correlate with aircraft type only because each type aircraft is
generally utili_ed by the iudi'_idual airlines for similar flight lengths and
with similar levels of takeoff derate. When the utilization of a specific
aircraft type fell outside the normal flight leugth/derate range for that sir-
craft typet the deterioration rate continued to correlate with the flight
length and derate parameters and not by aircraft type.
SumTnary of Performance Studies
These studies indicated that the average short-term loss for the CF6-50 model
engine was equivalent to 0.7 percent in cruise sfc. Wh_le slight differences
were observed in the short-te¢_ loss for the three different aircraft types,
; the analyses indicated sufficient similarity, and that the 0.7 percent
increase in cruise sfc would best describe the loss for all three air-
_ , craft types.
i The average unrestored loss remaining after refurbish_nent of the CF6-50 engine
is equivalent to a 1,8 percent increase in cruise sfc, Engine hardware is not
i segregated by aircraft model during engine refurbishment_ thus the average
' unrestored lo_s _s representative of the CF6-50 fleet regardless of aircraft
instal lat ion.
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The tons-tern performance deterioration characteristics [or the CF6-50 e_ine
cannot be described by a single summary chert or curve that represents the
entire fleet. Lt has been shown that differences in flight lengths and aver-
qe takeoff derate, which tend to correlate with aircraft types, produce sig-
nLficant differences in the rate and magnitude of performance deterioration. '5
Therefore, the Ions-term performance deterioration characteristics must be
described by utiLiuin s separate charts for each aLrcreft type.
Figures 4-34 throush 4.-36 present the deterioration characteristics chat
best describe the ever88e loss for the CF6-50 ensLne while utilised on the I
three aircraft types. Since the unrestored losses were Lndependent of shop
visit number (i.e., no indication of tncreesin8 or decreesin8 trend) the date
presented in Fisures 4-34 throusb, 4-36 are considered representative for the i
current fLeets.
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Figure 4-34. Typlcal Deterioration for DC-IO-30 Installation.
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Figure 4-35. Typical Deterioration for A3OOB Installation.
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Figure 4-36. Typical Deterioration for B747 Installation.
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HARDWAREINSPECTION RESULTS
In order to obtain a representative sample of deteriorated hardware data, a
muttifaceted progrma was estabtLshed to co|tact, document, and anatyze used
parts data from a number of different airtine and Cenerat Etectric facitlties.
Historicat data were obtained as avaitabte from airline and contractor flies
and independent overhaut sources. It was readity apparent based on initiat
reviews that avaitabte historicat data were generatty not the correct type nor
of sufficient detait to satisfy the objectives of this program.
&ccordingty, a progrm was estabtLshed with two specific aLrtines to obtain
the required data in sufficient de|sit to satisfy the program objectives.
The setected airlines were the centrat overhaut agents for the two targest
airtine consortiums which operate over 50Z of att CF6-50 engines. Terns of
Genera| Etectrlc personnet vLsted these ten|rat agents for periodic hardware
reviews. A tenm was estabtished for each of the four major engine sections
(fan, high pressure compressor, hiKh pressure turbine, and tow pressure turbine).
Each team consisted of a mechanicat designer, aerodynamicist, aLrtine service
hardware engineer, performance engineer, and a performance restoration specLat-
is|. These terns were to|arty responsLbte for their assigned hardware; and
evatuated in addition to hardware conditions_ shop procedures, quatity of re-
pairs, current workscopes, and adequacy of fLetd inspections.
In addition, a Generat Etectric-funded program was estabtished which made
avaitabte an engine for setective refurbishment. This engine was disasse_bted
to expose a setected Rodute, and the reruns then documented detaLted hardware
conditions and prepared a refurbishment ptan. The setectLve refurbishment of
each sodute was fottowed by a test cett run to measare the effectiveness of
the modifications. This permitted the corretatLon of the measured performance
gains with that expected based on analyticat studies. White the resutts from
the t2 refurbLshNent/test cyctes are not discussed as a separate item, they
have provided additional insight into the deterioration characteristics of the
CF6-50 model engine.
The design team analysis consisted of a de|aired summary of the satLent inspec-
tion measurements where deterioration modes were categorL_ed as either a
ctearance change, aLrfott quatity degradation, or an in|ernst/external teakage.
Inftuence coefficients were used by the aero designers to ana|yt Lcat convert
changes in hardware conditions to tosses in component efficLencles an flows.
These, in turn, were stated in terms of cruise sfc deterioration by the use of
t engine computer cycte mode| derivatives. These mode| assesswents were then
refined u3Lng the back-to-back engine test data to fLnatLae the deterLor_tLon
characteristics for each modute. In addition, the teams conducted snatyses to
determine potentist causes for the deterioration, and participated in co_t
effectiveness studies which are discussed later in this report.
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As noted previously, the long-term studies were conducted to determine perfor-
mance deterioration characteristics for the initial installation (new) and
multiple-build (repaired) engines, and to isolate the unrestored losses for
the multiple-build engines. The characteristics for the initial installation
engines are most representative of the engine model, since all parts are con-
sidered new even though they have experienced the short-term tosses prior to
revenue service. The multiple-build engines include a mixture of used, news
and repaired parts and are most representative of the current airline fleet.
Very little hardware data were available specifically for use in empirically
determining deteriorat ion characteristics for the initial instal fat ion engine.
The majority of the hardware data staples were in-service in excess of 2,000
hours; therefore, while the magnitude of deterioration could be established
for a fixed time in excess of 2,000 hours, the deterioration curve shape could
not be empirically derived for each module. The procedure used to "average"
the results and to estimate the deterioration curve shape was as follow:
• A representative time-to-repair was selected as the "anchor point"
for each module based on hardware data analysis and engine removal
statistics. The selected number of hours was that best judged to
represent the nominal time-to-repair for each module.
a The hardware team used the emp_rlcal hardware data to determine
the expected loss for the anchor point for each module.
• The teams then estimated the shape of the deterioration curve
for each module using common sense and engineerlng logic in con-
junction with the available hardware data.
The shape of the deterioration curve based on hardware inspection results is
considered reasonable, but not necessarily reliable due to the small amount of
empirical data and large applicat{on of common sense and logic. However, the
curve shape is best described by cruise performance data since a sufficient
data sample size was available for all a_eas of the curve. The curve shape
for the individual damage mechanisms based on hardware inspection data is con-
sidered of minor importance, and is used only for cost effectiveness studies
where inaccuracies do not have a major effect.
Hardware inspection data describing the deterioration modes and inspection
findings are presented in the following paragraphs. First, a discussion of
deterioration sources and magnitudes observed for parts prior to repair (mul-
tiple-build deteriorated engine) are documented for each of the four major
sections of the engine. This is followed by presentation ot data obtained dur-
ing reviews of hardware after refurbishment, which would be typical of eng-
Ines re-enterlng revenue service. As noted previously, a discussion of the
results for the Initial Installation Engine will not be included due to the
lack of sufficient hardware inspection data.
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Deteriorated Engine i
!
Hardware inspection data describing the deterioration modes and inspect ion I
findings are presented for the fan, high pressure compressor, high pressure _i
turbine, and low pressure turbine sections in the following paragraphs.
Fan Section - Deterioration of the fan section is generally thee-dependent i
(rather than event-oriented) and can be categorized into two broad class/-
fications: (1) flowpath deterioration and (2) airfoil quality degradation. I
Each of these two classifications will be discussed separately. The results i
are based on inspecting airline modules that have accumulated L0,O00 to 12,000
hours since new, end which have logged 3,000 to 5,000 hours since the last i
shop visit. A cross section of the basic fan module is presented in Figure
4-37, which notes the pertinent areas of performance deterioration.
The sources of flowpeth deterioration (Figure 4-37) include shroud erosion,
outlet guide vane (OGV) spacer cracking, splitter erosion, and protrusion of
inlet guide vane (IGV) inner bushings.
Fan Blade Clearance:
A shroud is provided as part of the fan casing to control the clearance be-
tween the tip of the fan blade and the static structure. Two types of shroud
material are used for CF6-50 engines; epoxy microballoon and open cell honey-
comb. Host of the engines in the fleet utilise the epoxy microballoon material
which is rugged and easy to replace. A particular advantage of this type
shroud is that additional microballoon material can be added if needed to obtain
desired tip clearances. The open cell honeycomb material can only be replaced
at the manufacturer's facility, and there is no way of adding material to re-
duce (or control) tip clearance. The initial blade-to-shroud cold clearances
are set such that blade tip rubs are not experienced during normal engine opera-
tion, but instead occur only in the event of a large rotor unbalance. The
epoxy microballoon shrouds also include circumferential grooves designed to
reduce force loads during rubs with large rotor unbalance.
Clearances between the fan blade tip and shroud are set to achieve a minimum
of 0.175 inch with a maxim,-, allowable average of 0.201 inch. The minbnum
clearance is designed to prevent blade tip rubs while the average clearance,
. which considers blade tip and shroud runouts, is designated for fan parlor-
" stance reasons. Hessurmaente from engines removed from revenue service indi-
cated that the average clearance was 0.213 inch which compares with the produc-
tLon new engine average of 0.193 inch. Part of this clearance increase is
attributed to the airline shop maintenance practice of controlling only the
minhaom clearance since clearance measurements are required only when replac-
ing the fan rotor or fan casing. Any undeminimum clearances observed during
engine buildup are opened by local grinding of the shroud which results in an
increased average clearance. The method of measuring clearances is to use a
dial gage with two pins that locate the correct axial plane for the measure-
uents. Because pins are used, the tendency is to measure the high point _._
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Ftsure 4-37. CF6-50 Deterioration Nodes - Fan Section.
the shroud rather than the low points or valleys which produced a clearance
value which is tighter than actual. A picture of a dial gage and how it is
used is shown in Figure 4-38.
Blade tip rubs were not observed on any shroud s but it was noted that erosion
of the shroud material occurs with increasing time. This condition, as shown
in Figure 4-39, also contributes to increased fan blade-to-shroud clearance.
The amount of erosion is a function of the operational environment (sandy run-
ways, heavily treated runways for ice controls etc.) and the position on the
aircraft (wing engines shoving somewhat more erosion than tail engines on the
I)C-IO). It is very difficult to isolate the effect of shroud erosion from
other potential contributors to increased fan blade clearances since shroud
material removal is a function of both erosion and shop rework. However, it
was estimated by visual observations that material toss due to erosion was
approxhutely 2 to 3 mils for each IsO00 hours of engine operation. Large
differences in apparent erosion for individual shrouds were also noted and
most likely attributable to differences in operational characteristics which
were previously noted.
Another condition that contributed to shroud deterioration was the poor quality
of microhallon replacement as shown in Figure 4-AO. It apvears that when the
microballon material was installed in the metal mesh structure tn the casings
the material was not completely filled in the Lower portion of the mesh struc-
ture. These gaps (or holes) are exposed during subsequent machining operations
required to produce the correct tip clearances and to incorporate the circum-
ferent tat grooves.
The combined effect of the shop maintenance practices and erosion for an engine
after 6,000 hours of operation results in a fan tip running clearance increase
of 0.020 inch. This is equivalent to s 0.77 percent loss in fan efficiency
and a 0.38 percent increase in cruise fuel burn.
Booster Shroud Erosion:
As shown in Figure 4-37s the booster consists of three stages of blades and
vanes and outlet guide vanes. Open cell aluminum honeycomb shrouds are incor-
porated to provide correct blade tip clearances. Booster modules are infre-
quently disassembled during routine shop visitss but experience indicates that
they are only a very minor contribution to engine performance deterioration.
. Some erosion of the honeycomb material shrouds was observed, particularly in
local areas which were in direct alignment with the preceding ststor airfoil.
These effects were estimated to be approximately tO mils after 6,000 hours of
operations which is eqivalent to a booster efficiency loss of 0.24 points and
0.03 percent in cruise fuel burn.
OGVSpacer Cracking:
Nylon spacers are used between the bypass outlet guide vanes along the outer
flovpath. These plastic spacers fit snugly against the concave side of one
vane and the convex side of the adjacent vane. With time, the edge of the
64
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spacer adjacent to the vane airfoil may crack, causing a piece to eventually
break away from the spacer. This results in a leakage path as well as
allowing flow recircutation. The accepted repair for this condition is to
replace the spacer or to fill in the gap with a material such as a room-
temperature vulcanizing (I_TV) compound, which provides an excellent ftowpath
filler. Most of the repairs observed, however, had very poor filler radii
and poor _.moothing of the RTV, so that a blockage was formed. Figure 4-41
compares examples of both good and poor installation. Since the quality of
this repair is variable and the performance impact mall, it is difficult
to estimate t,n efficiency loss. An improvement in perforl•oce, however, can .
be realized by replacing the poor quality RTV repair with a new nylon spacer
or replacing the RTV.
Splitter Leading Edge Erosion:
A flow splitter aft of the fan blade is provided which also forms the bypass
ID flowpath and booster stage 01). The leading edge was blunt and heavily
eroded on all modules. The erosion appears to have occurred during the initial
4,000 to 6,000 hours with little additional bluntness beyond the 6,000-hour
mark. The "as new" leading edge shape is s:.milar to a 6_ series airfoil
leading edge on a circular arc meanl{ne. The erosion produces a blunt nose
of about 0.15-inch thick, and the leadin_ edge drl_ coefficient was estimated
to have increased by a unit of 1.0 based on thickness frontal area. This re-
sults in a net bypass efficiency loss of 0.12 points which is equivalent to
0.07 percent increase in cruise fuel burn.
Inner IGV Bushings:
The inner end of the booster 16V utilizes a nylon bushing that conforms to
and provides part of the inner flowpath, and also stabilises the inner sec-
tion of the v_ne. This nylon bushinl_ tends to work itself out into the flow-
path by as much as 0.I0 inch, causinl_ a flow blocka_e. This condition can
be remedied by usinl_ an adhesive like RTV, which has proved to be successful
in keeping the nylon bushing flush with the flovpath surface. Since this con-
dition varies from , nRine to engine and within an engine, a loss in perfor-
mance will not be presented for the average engine, but controlling with an
adhesive will result in a small performance improvement.
Airfoil quality degradation is the second of two general classifications of
fan section deterioration and includes the fan blade leading edge quality,
airfcil _uality of fan and booster blades and vanes, and r.endition of bypass
.. OGV' s •
i Wan Blade Leading Edge:
The shape of the fsn blade leading edge is extremely important for optimum
performance. Erosion of the leading edge in 6,000 to 8,000 hours of engine
operation has been observed to be • significant deterioration mode (Figure
4-42). l_ile it is difficult to analytically assess the performance effects
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from changes to the fan blade leading edge shape, factory and field testing
have permitted a reasonable assessment. This experience consists of back-to-
back factory engine tests to measure engine Performance with only the fan
blade leading edges deliberately blunted between runs. In addition, back-to-
back engine Performance tests were also conducted utilisin 8 typical revenue
service fan blades with eroded Leading edges reworked between runs using the
tool supplied for this purpose.
Based on this background and visual observations, the average performance deg-
radation due to fan blade leading edge bluntness after 6,000 hours of engine
operation was estimated at 0.9 percent fan efficiency, which is equivalent to
0.44 percent cruise fuel burn. It is noted that the leading edge condition
varied significantly between parts. This is as expected since erosion/impact
conditions are dependent on geographical area, ground tlme, etc.
Fan Blade &irfotl Quality:
Small pock marks approximately 0.004-inch to 0.00G-inch deep were observed
in the concave surface of the fan blade airfoil in the first 2 to 3 inches
above the hub. There was a large difference in the number of indentations
observed in blades from different engines, suggesting they may be a function
of engine position and environment as well as tbne. During a shop visit, the
indentations can not be removed since complete removal would result in exces-
sive removal of blade material, resulting in thinning of the airfoil. Dirt
buildup on both the concave and convex side of the fan btnde was present, and
reviews indicate that the dirt accumulates during the first few hundred hours
of operation and does not seem to worsen with additional time. 11_is dirt is
typically of the "cosmetic" variety and can be removed simply by washing the
blades with a commercial solvent. Both the surface finish and dirt accumula-
tion effects relating to efficiency are subjective evaluations.
The pitting observed on the fan blade pressure side of the airfoil degrades
the new blade surface finish from a required 55_ in./in. AA to an estimated
120, in./in. AA in about 6,000 hours. This roughness increase occurs pri-
marily over the first 3 inches of the airfoil chord and over the entire span.
This results in a loss of 0.06 percent fan efficiency, or 0.03 percent cruise
fuel burn based on analytical calculations.
Dirt deposition on airfoils is a surface roughness condition; bL:t direct mea-
surements cannot be obtained since the measurement styluq cuts away the dirt
surface. Again, back-to-back testing between as-received and cleaned blades
has been completed in both factory and field test cells. Based on thi_ ex-
perience, it was estimated that the loss due to dirt accumulation after 6,000
engine hours was 0.24 percent in fa_ efficiency or 0.12 percent in crt, lse
fuel burn.
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Fan Outlet Guide Vane Degradation:
Significant erosion and impact deterioration have been observed on the fan
(bypass) OGV*ss as these parts are typically not repaired during a shop visit.
The polyurethene protective coating has been lost and the leading edge blunted
due to erosion. The surface finish has increased from 20_ in./in. AA to ap-
proximately t60_ in./in. /_ on the suction side and to [80iJ in.liu. _ on the
pressure side due to the loss of the protective coating.
The increased surface finish drag results in a fan efficiency loss of 0.36
percent, and the blunt leading edge is estimated to sustain an additional
0.12 percent loss in fan efficiency. This is equivalent to O.18 percent and
0.06 percent loss in cruise fuel burn, respectively. It is estimated that
this level of deterioration occurs by 4,000 to 6,000 hours of service and
then remains relatively constant.
Booster Airfoils:
As noted previously, booster modules are only infrequently disassembled during
routine shop _'isits. Visual observations indicated minor erosion el the rotor
blades and stator vanes with some blunting of the leadln_ edge, Surface finish
measurements generally indicated roughness in the order of 45 to 55_ in./in, bb
as compared with 241J in./in. AA for new parts. This degradation 18 equivalent
to a booster efficiency loss of 0.06 percent and a O.Ol percent increase in
cruise fuel burn.
A slrnmary of the fan section 1,erfonn_nce deterioration is presented in Table
4-XlV. The data have been presented as the estimated average loss for 6,000
hours of oper,_tiOll, a|thottgh some parts of the module mip, ht accumulate |SjO00
hours with little or no repairs. The total loss assessed [or the fan section
after 6,000 hours of engine operation is 1.32 percent in cruise fuel burn
which is equivtllent to a 0.88 percent increase in fuel burn ill 4°000 hours.
Airfoil quality degradation represents 64 percent of the loss: the remaining
36 percet_t is attributed to flowpath deterioration,
An estimate of the fan section deterioration characteristics with time is de-
picted in Figure 4-43. This curve presents the best estimate for the deteri-
oration rate for each damage mechanism based on extrapolation of available
data. The rate was assumed to be linear for each damage mechanism where em-
piri:al data were not sufficient to make a realistic estimate.
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Table 4-XIV. Estimated Deterioration in Fan Settle. After 6000 Hours.
SFC ut Cruise, percentFan Blade .....
Tip Cleurance 0.38
Leading Edge Contour 0.44
Surface Roughness 0.03
Dirt Acctmulation 0.12
Splitter Lauding Edge 0.07
Bypuss OGV
Leading Edge 0.06
Rouglmcss 0.18
Booster
Tlp Clearance 0.03
Surface Roughness O.01
Net 1.32_
1.5
....... l
1.0 Booster Airfoils
Surface Finish
s_e Airfoil
_e Qual I ty
Booster Shroud
groslon
0.5
Flow Path
Splitter Erosion Deterioration
Fan Shroud Erosion
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Time Since Overhaul, hours
Figure 4-43. Fan Section - EstiBated Deterioration
Characteristics at 6000 _ours.
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High Pressure Compressor Section - Performance deterioration of the high
pressure compressor (HPC) can result from a number of factors. These factors
can be generally classified as either airfoil tip clearance changes, airfoil
quality degradation, or leakage. A cross section of the HPC module showing
the deterioration modes is presented in Figure 4-44.
Airfoil Tip Clearance:
Increases in blade-to-casing or vane-to-rotor spool clearances can result from
coating losses or rubs, and from blades and vanes which may have been short-
ened in prior rubs or as a result of inadequate shop procedures.
Flowpath Coatings used in the HPC are intended to provide protection from
abrasion of the casing and rotor structures to provide an abradable material
which allows for small local rubs without causing a major change in blade or
vane height, and to minimise or prevent lIPC mechanical damage. The abrasive
material used is Metro 450 plasma spray, which affords protection for the
casing and rotor structural members. This material also provides a bonding
surface for an abradable aluminum spray coating used in the forward stages
as shown in Figure 4-45. Revenue service experience indicated, however, that
the aft stages of aluminum coating suffered degradation due to spalling. This
condition occurs as a result of thermal cycling which causes the aluminum/
Metro 450 bond coat interface to fail due to the differences in thermal ex-
pansion between the aluminum and structural surface. Figure 4-46 illustrates
a typical example of spalled coatings.
Figure 4-47 shows the percentage of coating spalled for the aft stages of
the compressor after 4,000 and 8,000 hours. Evidence of spalled coatings on
the rotor forward of Stage 7, and on the casing forward of Stage 8 was non-
existent. The average losses in the aluminum coating result in a clearance
increase of approximately 0.015 inch, and small additional sfc losses due to
increases in flowpath surface roughness.
Airfoil Tip Rubs produce increased radial tip clearances, increased roughness
of the rubcoat, and roughness of the airfoil surface finish due to the de-
posited aluminum debris liberated as a result of the rub. Tip rubs are most
likely to occur during takeoff at aircraft rotation, or during a hot rotor
reburst at low altitudes. Rotor blade rubs were observed on the aluminum
coating of the upper casing in Stages 3 through 9 over an arc of abou 120
degrees and to a maximum depth of about O.OlO inch. The performance effects
from these rubs are small, since (unlike in the lipturbine) the rubs locally
remove the coating material with only a negligible change in blade length.
Vane tip-to-spool rubs were not observed, as expected, since these clearances
" are set to specifically avoid any rubs during eng[ne operation.
Blade and Vane Tip Clearances changes as a result of changes in roundness of
the HPC casing were observed, but these clearance changes did not occur during
in-service operation. The compressor stator casing consists of a titanium
forward casing and sn Inco 718 steel rear casing which are rabbeted and bolted
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together using clearance bolts. At operating conditions, relatively high
stresses are induced in the titanium flange because the thermal coefficient
of expansion of the front casing is much tower than that of the rear casing.
These stresses cause the titanium flange to creep, permanently increasing the
rabbet diameter. As the permanent deformation of the flange increases, the
thermal stresses diminish by creep relaxation and eventually the flange growth
stops. As Ions as the joint is not split, the two casings are held concentric
by the bolt clamp load. However, during repair, if the casings are split and
then reassembled, they may become eccentric because of the loose rabbet (Fig-
ure 4-48), Furthermore, the thermal stresses in the titanium £1ange viii
be large again because the clamp load is suffici_.nt to hold the two flanges
together by friction. Consequently, the flange growth and the accompanying
stress relaxation will resume during subsequent engine operation.
Rabbet growth versus service time is plotted in Figure /4-A8 which includes
data from both the factory test and the field engines. The data show con-
siderable spread because the rabbet growth depends on the service use, and on
the number of times the casings have been split and reassembled.
During an engine rebuild, the blades and vanes are assembled into the spool
and casing and subjected to a machining operation to produce a calculated
blade-to-casing and vane-to-rotor spool minimum clearance. Casing distor-
tions (Figure /,-/49) necessitate additional machining to correct local areas
of underminimum clearances, which produce larger average clearances and a
loss in performance. All blade tips must be machined by the additional
amount equal to the casing eccentricity, while the vane tips are cachined
locally consistent wi.th the casing eccentricity. Therefore, _;te average
clearance increase for the vanes is less than that produced for the blade
t ips.
Casing out-of-roundness also produces an effect on average clearance similar
to that presented for casing eccentricity and is illustrated in Figure /.-/49.
As shown in Sketch A in this figure, all blade tips must be machined shorter
by the magnitude of the casing out-of-roundness to produce the correct mini-
mum clearances. The vanes, as shown in Figure /.-/49 (Sketch B), only need to
be shortened in the area of the casing which is inwardly displaced.
Stator cauing out-of-roundness was investigated for both production new and
airline service parts. The airline service parts were inspected both during
the repair with the rub coat material stripped and after refurbishment. The
sample size and inspection results are presented in Table 4-XV. These data
show a significant out-of-roundness condition for both nonrepaired and refur-
bished casings compared with data obtained from factory new parts. The aver-
age of these data and maximum out-of-roundness values obtained are presented
by stage in Figure /4-50.
To determine the average clearance increase from casing distortion, 36 refur-
bished ca_ing subassemblies were measured for vane tip radii. The results
are summarized in Figure 4-51 showing the average maximum deviation for the
vane tip radii. For blades, it was assumed that the average clearance was
i
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Table 4-XV. Casing Out of Roundness.
biax. Rad - Hin. Rad. Sample
(Mils) Size
' Avg.
New Casings 5.0 It 23
Field Casings Stripped 13.2 64 26
Field Casings Refurbished 8.5 32 26
equal to the casing out-of-roundness. This assumption was found to signifi-
cantly underestimate the blade effect as will be discussed in the next para- {
graphs.
Nhile the individual compressor rotor and casing subassemblies are machined _
as individual modules to meet a calculated minimum clearance, actual verifi-
cation of the clearance is required during engine buildup. This is accom-
plished by appl/ing "wax strips" of I_owu thicknesses on the casing and rotor
spool lands, and then installing the casing halves (top and bottom) :round
the rotor. The rotor is rotated through 360 degrees; the casings are removed,
and the wax str_ps are examined and measured. If rubs are noted on the wax
strips, then hand grinding of the blades and vanes is l_rformed to produce
the desired minimum clearance.
A specific engine that failed to meet minimum performance standards after
havino been ref, _ished was disassembled and inspected. Inspection of the
HP compressor wh -h had been refurbished prior to the test cell run, indicated
a large out-_f-r,_udness condition of the casin_, as shown in Figure 4-52.
An ";3pe, _on of the rotor blade tips revealed a generally rounded condition
rather t ,, the expected square o_.ape; a sketch showing this condition is
included in Figure 4-52. This shape resulted from hand grinding during engine
buildup to achieve the required minimum clearance. As noted in Figure 4-52,
casing out-of-roundness was less than 0.020 inch _n Stage 13, but the blades
were up to 0.040 inch shorter at the leadin_ and trailing edges. This was
typical for this engine, and is a good example of how the average clearance
effects from ecceut_'[c and/or out-of-round casing can be magnified. Hand
grinding cannot be as closely controlled as machine grinding, and sometimes
,_" requires several "trial and error" rework cycles to produce the required mini-
mum .'iearances. The procedure is also time consuming to recheck clearances
and to reapply the wax strips, and the rework man tends to remove "more than
enough" material the first time to avoid repeat cycles. A procedural change
has been specified to require remachining rather than hand grindLng {[ the
required rework exceeds a specified level.
The ,_otal average increase in clears-tea per stage for a typical 4,000-hour
compressor is presented in Figure 4-53. The _ndividual increases due to rub
coat spalling, blade tip rubj eccentricity, and out-of-roundness are shown.
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Airfoil Quality:
Performance deterioration resulting from airfoil contour changes, erosion of
the airfoil tips, increased airfoil surface roughness, and leading edge blunt-
ness have also been evaluated for the CF6-50 liP compressor.
• Changes in Airfoil Contour may occur due to mechanical damage which is caused
either by tip rubs or by ingested objects. The rub induced damage, under
normal operating conditions, is minor. It occurs only in the cases of the
most severe rubs and is manifested as blade leading and trailing edge tip
curls. The ingested object damage involves a few blades and does not produce
a measureable performance degradation in an average engine.
Airfoil _ip Erosion (Figure 4-54) is a form of deterioration which is not con-
sidered to be a fleet-wide problem since it appears to be event oriented and
related to flight route structure. Tip erosion has been observed to occur in
some engines either taking off from_ or landing at, airports with a sandy en-
virooment or which have runways that are treated with sand or salt during the
winter months.
Surface Finish measurements of some blades and vanes are made for varying ser-
vice times, and the data obtained are summarised in Figure 4-55 and 4-56. The
results are plotted versus service time and also versus stages, and no defini-
tive trend was indicated. It is evident that the finish deteriorates in
service, but there is no c_ear indication as to which stages are affected the
most, or how long it takes to stabilize. Surface finish may be affected by
the enviroment b_ich also produces blade erosion, and this may explain the
rather wide spread in the data.
The average airfoil surface finish was 45, in./in. AA relative to a 24, in./in.
AA average for new airfoils. This results in a loss of 0.27 percent HP com-
pressor efficiency equivalent to a 0.11 percent cruise fuel burn. Similarly,
the surface roughness increase for the spalled casing and spool surface (de-
scribed in the liP Compressor Clearance Section) resulted in a loss of 0.015
percent liP compressor efficiency or 0.01 percent cruise fuel burn.
Leading Edge Bluntnes. was also determined to be a source of airfoil quality
degradation. Although difficul: to assess, it was estimated that the airfoil
leading edge was erode ?. to a flat surfare about 5-_ils wide. This would re-
sult in an lip compressor efficiency lot, of 0.28 percent or O.ll percent in
cruise fuel burn.
Leakage s:
Another potential factor in lip compressor degradation is the level of internal
and external airflow leakages which are illustrated in Figure 4-57.
Loose Blades resulting from west of the protective coatings provided on the
blade and disk dovetail interfaces _ich, in turn, increase blade plat[om-
to-disk clearances in Stages 3 and aft, produce excessive airfoil hub flow
recirculat_on. In Stages I and 2, this wear increases clearances between
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the blade dovetail base and the disk dovetail slot bottom. Tip shake data,
a good indicator for dovetail clearances, are plotted versus stages in Figure
4-58.
Loose Vanes caused by wear of the washers and bushing of the vane-to-casing
bearing surfaces, result in external air leakage (Reference Figure 4-57). The
wear is most pronounced in Stage 5 because of the highest unit bearing loads
and the operating temperature. Furthermore, for a given clearance, the losses
are greatest in Stage 5 because of the greatest pressure drop across the
leakage path. The average life of bushinRs and washers for Stage 5 is shown
in Figure 4-59.
In the fixed staler vanes, Stage 6 and aft, dovetail war is more pronounced
on the aft side, thereby producing aft-facing steps (flow disturbances) and,
hence, a loss in performance. Depth of the steps is related to the vane tip
shake in the axial direction as shotm in Figure 4-57. Vane tip shakes mea-
sured in compressor staler casing assemblies are plotted in Figure 4-58.
Overall Leakase Losses are summarized in Table 4-gV. The losses are assessed
to be 0.11 percent lip compressor efficiency and 0.041 percent cruise fuel burn
for the loose blade and stationary vanes, and an additional 0.15 percent fuel
burn loss for the variable vane leakage.
A summary of the sources of performance deterioration for the CF6-50 high
pressure compressor is presented in Table 4-XVl. As shown, the major loss is
due to increased tip clearances for the blade and ,,ane airfoils which repre-
sents 44 percent of the total assessed loss.
The estimated rate of deterioration for each damage mechanism isolated during
this study is presented tn Figure 4-60. The short airfoil effect is shown as
a constant loss since the deterioration occurs during engine returbtslment and
not during revenue service.
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Table 4-XVI. H1) Coapressor Section - Estimated Deteriorptton at _000 Hour_.
A SFC at Cruise (_.percent)
Increase in Airfoil Tip Clearances 0.33
Airfoil Leading Edge Bluntness 0.11
Airfoll Finish Degradation 0.11
Casing and Spool Coating Degradation O.01
V.,ri;d)ll. V;m,. la.,ik;q_t. (I.1')
Loose BLade and Vane Losses 0.04
Net 0.75
mmam
0.8
0.6
1
0.4 Ouility
1,eadtnl
- Itube
O. 2 Case Dlotortton Tip
Clearances
Short Airfoils 10
Tins Since Overiwul, trouts
Figure 4-60. IlP Coapressor Section - gst/_aate,i Deterioration
Characteristics at 4000Hours.
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High. Pressure Turbine Section - The primary causes of high pressure turbine
(HPT) deterioration are changes in blade tip-to-shroud clearance, alrfoit sur-
face finish, and internal leakage (varasitics). Figure 4-61 is a schematic
indicating areas of interest.
Blade Tip Clearances:
Experience from the CF6-6D engine indicated that the major cause for increased
blade tip-to-shroud clearance was rubs. These rubs are very local; but since
the shroud is not abredable, the blade tips are all shortened during a rub
resulting in a significant increase in average clearance. This has led to
the development of a procedure for monitoring blade tip rubs without engine
disassembly. Notches _f varying depths er_ incorporated in the tips of several
blades during rotor assembly. The _ blades are readily inspected with
the engine installed through borescope ports incorporated for condition moni-
toring, and the remaining notches are "counted" during routine inspection.
Since the notches are successively deeper (Figure 4-62) blade length change
can be determined, thus afford{rig a general assessment of the rotor blade _;._
to-_hroud clearance cha_,ge. This approach was also used to evaluate tip rubl
for CF6-50 high pressure turbine blades.
A more accurate assessment of blade tip--to-shroud clearance change is obtained
from in-shop measureu_nts of blade and shroud radii prior to repair of deteri-
orated coc_ponents. This requires measurement of each blade tip near
both the Leading and trailin_ edge with the rotor assembly in a lathe bed,
and each shroud at the corresponding axial location. The radius is obtained
for each individual shroud in three separate locations (each end and middle)
with the asnembly restrained on a special fixture. These measurements are
very difficult to obtain from the airlines since the checks are not standard,
are time consuming, _.nd utilize the same fixtures as used to build up module_
for spare engines.
The data from both measurement systems (i.e., visual inspection of blade tip
notches and in-shop dimensional inspections) are shown in Figures 4-63 end
4-64. As shown, there is no clear correlation of blade tip wear w'th accumu-
lated time. However, averaging the data for approximate 500-hour intervals
and plotting against a common "zero" point did indicate a trend as shots in
Figures 4-65 and _,-66. Figure 4-65 indicates that the majority of the los-
due to Stage t ctel-ance increase occurs during the initial 1,500 hours of
operation and remains relatively constant. The data sample size for the
points beyond 2,000 hours is small, and the dotted |_ne represents our best
estimate for 4,000 hours of operation. Similar|yr the majority of the in-
creased clearance for Stage 2 occurs early (at approximately 1,000 hours),
and then remains relatively constant. The dotted line (Fil_ure 4-66) also
represents the best esimtate for 4,000 hours of operation.
White the primary cause for clearance increase is blade tip rubs, the erosion
and oxidation of blade tips and ohrouds also produce a minor affect. While
not directly discernibl_ from the empirical data, the eat [mated |oases shown
in Figures 4-(,5 _,nd 4-66 after 4,000 hours include calculated effects for
these secondary sources.
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The combined performance effects from the t3-uile increase in Stage l clear- ,
ante and It mils in Stage 2 after 4,000 hours is 0.81 percent in tip turbine _
efficiency, which is equivalent to a 0.55 percent increase in cruise fuel
burn.
Blade tip-to-shroud rubs are caused by many factors; the prhaary effects beLng
shroud support distortion, shroud swelling and bowing, shrinkage of the shroud
supports, and thennat mismatch between rotating and static structures during
engine transients.
Anal.ytLcal predictions of Stage I and 2 shroud distortions at takeoff and ,_
crutse power are illustrated in Figures 4-67 through 4-7L. Three takeoff
transients (10, 80, and L20 seconds), stabilized takeof£s, and cruise set-
tings are presented. These out-of-roundness distortions are considered to be
repeatable, and the arrows indicate the locations where rubs would most fre-
quently occur. Each curve (Figures 4-67 through 4-71) also tndLcates the
calculated round engine clearance. The difference between the round engine
clearance and the out-of-roundness shown represents the unrepeatablc (random-
ty varying in magnitude and location) out-of-roundness which can occur before
rubs are incurred. Unrepeatable out-of-roundness causes are related to such
things as individual part and aseeubty tolerances, side "g" loads, combustor
pattern factor, and nacelle air leaks. Figures 4-72 and 4-73 are polar
histograms of the fLeld experience from 58 engines vhLch present the ntnnber
of rub occurrences versus circumferential location. Comparison of the out-
of-roundness predictions (Figures 4-67 through 4-71) with field experience
(Figures 4-72 and 4-73) reveal reasonably good agreeuent.
Another variable that influences shroud rubs is the change in the radial di-
mensions of the Stage I shroud support. Heasurements of the shroud support
reveal th,_t the support (and shrouds) creep radially inward, and the rate of
creep becomes less with acc_utated t Lme. The average radial inward shrink
is 0.006 inch after 4,000 hours.
Although not nonaal during revenue service, it is possible that a sequence
of operational events could result in turbine blade rubs and therefore in-
creased blade-to-shroud clearances during subsequent operation. This sequence
of events could Lead to what Ls referred to as a "vans" or "hot" rotor reburst
condition. This can occur when an engine, after operating at high power con-
dtttons, is decelerated :o idle or Low power for a short period of tiue (less
than 5 uinutes) and then is rapidly accelerated to a high power condition.
, During the short period of tim at idle speed, the HPT components 60 not reach
a therual equLtLbrtun before the engine is re-accelerated. The static strut-
/ lure tends to cool sore rapidly than the rotor during this short interval at ;
idle speed producing tLKhter-than-norlta| clearances. Then the subsequent
rapid acceleration can produce rub8 due to decreased clearances at idle !
coupled vLth the clearance closure vhLch results frOG blade loedLng. This
sequence of events for therual growth of the static structure and rotor is
depicted in Figure 4-74. For this example, the engine is re-accelerated
abo_tt 150 seconds after the cholPto-tdte-epeed operation vat initiated.
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Analysis indicates that a _ompletely round engine would not sustain rubs durinil
this maneuver; however, the out-of-round conditions previously discussed can
produce significant shroud rubs. Severe hot rotor raburats, while not pro-
habited, are not considered typical of revenue service. It is probable, hate _
ever, that such operational maneuvers do occur durtnll revenue service and are
a sLsnificant contributor to tip tube. Based on these data and calculations,
it is believed that tip rubs are not necessarily time-dependent_ but are more
event-oriented (i,e,, rubs occur during a ,ingle or several hot rotor reburet
transients). This ia supported by short-term studies conducted on the CF6-6D
engine where siSulficant losses were attributed to thermal mimatch between
rotatins and stationary _tructuree (Reference 2).
Airfoil Surface Finish:
Another possible source of HPT p_rfomance degradation is airfoil surface fin-
ish, lqeasurementt were obteinnd on both the convex and concave surfaces of
the bladem and vanes of both stares, Three measurements (Located near the
tip, pitch, and root) w_re obtained and averaged for each ct_aponent and each
airfoil surface.
Surface finish measurements wart obtained on parts with approximately 4,000 to
12,000 hours o_ accumulated service time. These data prnducnd a considerable
ranRe in the surface roughness levels as shown in Figure 4-75. There was no
correlation or trend of the data for surface finish with accumulated service
time, The concave surface was consistently rousher; its performance effect,
ho_ver, was minimal when eo_ared with the convex surface ,Lace the maNe
change in surface roughncH plw_luees only one-fifth the effect for the con-
cave surface aa it does for the convex (auction) side.
These data are similar to those observed for the CF6-6D engine parts, and a
reason for the poor correlation with ac.-umulated _ervice time has not been
isol,ted. Variables, such as gas _low environment (erosive quality of air),
combustor efficiency, quality of fuel, and route structure can all contribute
to surface finish degr,_d_tion, Surface finish degradation may occur relative-
ly early in the life cycle (t.e., initial !,_00 to 2,000 hours), and the data
obtained for the same pares with additional service time would not reveal
any differences. /_tditional efforts to more fully understand this trend were
not possible since the necessary hardware inspection data for _horter time
?a_te were not available or obtainable.
A co_nparison of available data with new part specifications resulted in the
following estimated changes for the convex surfaces after b,000 hours of reve-
nue aerv ice:
stqe .2
8u in,/in, AA 13u in./in, AA 28u in,/in, AA Zero
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ln-ServL_ Blades and Vanes
(4.000 to 19_000 Hours)
240 ,, •
Convex (a)
Con©ave (B)
160 - l
A B A B A B A 940 .......................
Vane Blade Vane Bl ads
Stale 1 8tap 2
The Cm_cave Surface 18 Conotstently R_lgher
than the Convex 8urfmce but has Less Efte©t
on Turb|ne |fflcisney.
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The total effect of increased airfoil roughness is 0.15 percent loss in I_T
efficiency, as shown i.n Figures 4-76 and 4-77, which is equivalent to O.lO
percent increase in cruise fuel b,,Ln.
Internal Leakage (Parasitics):
Hot section components, in particular HPT parts, utilize compressor air for ._
cooling and other durability considerations. After serving its purpose, this
air is ducted back into the gas stream which exits through the core exhaust
nozzle. Since it bypasses part of the HPT rotor energy extraction process, i
this still produces a performance loss. Increases in these flows due either
to changes in seal clearances incorporated to control these flows or part
distortions which produce additioual leakage paths, are termed parasitics
(losses). Areas in the HPT which may be a source for a parasitic loss in-
clude a distorted Stage I nozzle outer band and the pressure balance, inter-
stage or aft CDP seals.
Distortion of the HPT nozzle outer band produces a leakage path for compressor
air to enter the gas stream just forward of the Stage 1 HPT blade creating a
mixing loss. The nozzle aft band mates axially against the Stage 2 nozzle
support, but distortion of the circumferential outer band in an axial direction
produces the leakage area. b sketch of an individual nozzle showing the axial
leakage area (X) is presented in Figure 4-78. The average change (X) for 50
long-time parts was 0.008 inch, with an average time of 6,000 hours. This
average flange distortion produces a leakage area of 0.207 in. 2 for all vanes
and is equivalent to 0.15 percent increased cruise fuel flow after 6,000 hours
or 0.l percent after 4,000 hours of operation.
Examination of the pressure balance seal and aft CDP seal for 14 engines re-
vealed s small increase in clears:ice. The average rubs were 0.009 inch and
0.008 inch, respectively, which were very uear the average for production en-
gines after acceptance tests. A loss was not assigned to this mechanism.
The average interstage seal clearance was not found to increase within measure-
ment accuracies from a nominal 0.110 inch noted for new engines. This does
not represent an in-servlce deterioration loss; but does represent an area
for potent ial product improvement.
The deterioration assessment for the high pressure turbine listing the indi-
vidual d_mage mechanisms is presented in Table 4-XVII. The increase in Stage
I and 2 blade tip clearances results in the dominant loss which represents
over 73 percent of the assessed loss. Rubs which occur as a result of thermal
mismatch between the rotating and stationary structures were the primary cause
for the increased clearances.
the best estimate for the deterioration rate for each damage mechanism is
presented in Figure 4-79. A dotted line is shown for the tip clearance effect
after approximately l,O00 hours. This is intended to represent an "unknown"
. condition; but as previously discussed, is expected to occur during one or two
, rub events rather than being time-dependent.
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tTable 4-XVII. tiP Turbine Section - Estimated
Deterioration at 4,000 Hours.
i i i Jl i i i I i i
A SFC at Cruise, Z I
Increase Ln Blade Tip Clearances - StaBe I 0.42
Stase 2 0.13 i,
Stase 1 Nozzle Band Leakase 0.10 3-
Surface Finish Degradation O. 10
ma..mmmmm_
Net O. 75 -_
J i j ijl i j i i i j j lls
. Sta£e 1 Nossle Band Leakage
0 1000 2000 300O 4000
Time Since Overhaul, hours
Fi_,r_, .t-79. IW Turbine Section - Estimated Deterioration
Characteristics.
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Lay Pressure Turbine Section - Deterioration of low pressure turbine (LPT)
components occurs pr;marily as a result of increased blade tip-to-shroud and i
[nterstage seal clearances, and increased airfoil surface roughness. A cross
section of the LPT section is presented [n Figure 4-80 shoving deterioration i
model. !
Clearances:
Increases in running clearances occur vlth time, as repeated rubs between blst_e
tip seals and stationery shrouds lead to wearing away of the honeycomb shroud
material and, to a fester extent, the blade seal teeth. Transient operations
such as hot rotor rebursts and windmilling air starts result in relatively mor_
radial rotor-to-starer closure which, in extreme cases, can also lead to in-
creased runnin s clearances.
The contribution of rotor components toward increased clearances was examined.
Measurements of CF0-bD type low pressure turbine rotors, particularly those
reported in Reference I which deals with back-to-back LPT module tests, have
indicated that significant seal tip wear yes _ccurring. tlowever, radii checks
on several inbound CF0-50 LPT rotors showed that blade seal teeth had not been
significantly qhortened as a result of rubs. This tatter [indin_ is more con-
sistent with examinations of individual blades in the repair/refurbishment
cycle, which revealed that most blades do not require repair to meet seal teeth
radial dimensions. It has been concluded from these observations that wear of
rotating components (blade seal teeth or rotating interstage seal teeth) ws
not a significant contributor to increased clearances.
Observations of the stationary honeycomb shrouds and interstage seals produced
different results. The rotating low pressure turbine components experience
axial mismatch with their static components, as m,_ch as 0.3 inch during engine
operation, k_ite this condition produces wider wear grooves in seals than ex-
perienced in other sections of the engine, analysis indicates that the minimum
clearance is still c,)ntrotled by the depth of the wear groove. Measurements
of those grooves usin,_ soft plastic or castone impressions did not yield an
acceptable reproducible record. Scale measurements at eight equally spaced
circumferential locations indicated the average wear depth was 0.065 inch.
This represents an average of 35 mils increase in tl_e steady state cruise clear-
ance when compared with similar date obtained from production new engines after
their acceptance runs. Similarly, average wear depths in the stationary inter-
stage seal were 0.070 inch which is a 40-sit increase in steady state cruise
clearance over the production acceptance Level.
The calculated perfomance el|acts _rom these rubs are shown in Wigures 4-81
and 4-82. The estimated increase of 0.035 inch in blade ttp/shro_id clearance
is equivalent to a 0.43 percent loss in LPT efficiency _hile the O.040-inch
increase in interstage seal rlearmnce is equivalent to a 0.32 percent toss in
LPT efficiency for the typical parts with 5,000 hours, This 0.75 percent
loss in Ll_r et[iclency results in a 0.52 percent increase in cruise fuel burn
which is equivalent to 0.4l percent after 4,000 hours.
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FIEure 4-80. Cr6-50 LP Turbine Section Deterioration Modes.
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Figure 4-81. Effects of LPT Blade Tip/Shroud Clearance
on Efficiency at Cruise.
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Flsure 4-82. Effects of LPT Interstage Seal Clearance
on Efficiency at Cruise.
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A_.rfoil Surface Finish:
The other siinificant deterLur,_t {on mode was increased $'_,:it surface rough-
ness. Sumuries of blade and _-.;_e surface finish measu ._nts versus time
fo.' a sample of airfoils are _ "_:nted in Figu.-es h-83 and h-aA. Increased
surface rouRhness results fro_ ,_rborne and engine-lnduced pa_c!culates whlch
result in surface buildup, n___i_tion, and hot corrosion. There _re various
corrosion mechanisms whict_ o,_ ," in the temperature rancho in which LPT air-
foils operatt.
Surface finish data co_ _c'¢d for the CF6-50 engine parts appear to consist
of two populations: oi_ _ which significant metal attack had o,-curred and
the other &roup wher_ ] i+tte or no metal attack was observed. F,fforts to
date have isolated two tev_ts of accelerated oxidation (ccsmo_y called sut-
fidstion) in _ich the operating temperature level is the pri,Aary difference.
For low tmmperature corrosion, the surface ttnish [s degraded by the presence
of deposits consisting primarily of layers of airborne carbon contmmlnants and
iron oxide. These deposits tend to provide sow measure of metal protect ion;
hence, the metal attack frem corrosion is somewhat self-arresting. Removal
of these deposits utilising nones1 cleaning procedures generally restores the
surface to a nearly as-new condition.
Deposits which degrade the surface finish were also noted for the higher tem-
perature corrosion, but an additional and more lasting effect is also experi-
enced. These deposits contain such larger mounts of sulfates which, tWh_le
unless, remove the normal protective oxide scales formed on the surface of
the metal thus destroying the ,,etat's annul resistance to oxidation. The
protective oxide scales do not refom as tong as the sulfates' deposits remain
on the surface. The loss of the protective oxide scales produces accelerated
oxidation of the parent metal which also degrades the surface finish. These
deposits can be removed using annul cleaning procedures, but the surface con-
dition when there is parent metal attack is not restored by cleaning alone.
The higher temperature corrosion is sore likely to be e-perienced in the Stqe
t and 2 pates, since their metal temperatures are in the optimum range to
produce this condition, itouever, experience to date indicates both types of
conditions tend to overlap, and the distinction by stage in the LPT is less
obvious, llost airfoil _urfaces reviewed as part of this pro_.im have con-
formed to the lower rate of surface roughness increase as shown in Figures
h-83 and h-ah. l_ny of those have revealed corrosion in the sense of metal-
turgical attack, but thLs condition has not yet ted to dramatic increases _n
surface ronghnass. In general, surface roughness effects are mall, and the
'. dashed lines shmm in Figures 4-83 and h-8_ are the best eat lmates for aver-
age conditions. It also appears frem these data that surface roughness con-
tinues to increase to 6,000 to 7,000 hours, and then rmumlns relatively con-
slant. Using the perfotmmnce derivatives presen_cd in Figures 4-85 and 4-86,
average surface roughness changes of 32_ in./in. AA for the vanes and 50_
in./in. AA _or the b' ,des after 5.000 hours result in an approximate 0.07
percent decrease in LPT efficiency and a 0.03 percent increase in cruise sfc
after 4.0_0 hours.
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The deterioration modes and magnitude of loss assessed from inspection of
low pressure turbine parts is pre_ented in Table 4-XVIII. 11_e dominant
deterioration mode is increased clearances betveen the blade tips and tip (
static shrouds and between the rotating and stationary interstaEe seals. _
It was shorn tbats unlike the hish pressure turbine rubs which result t_
shorter airfoils: these rubs produce large grooves in the stationary shrouds
and seals whi.ch produce the increases in runnin8 clearances.
The best estimate for the rate of loss for each damage mechanism _hich coo- )
tributes to lov pressure turbine deterioration is presented in Fi&,_r_, 4-87. "
It wa_ p_timated that blad_ t_p and interstage seal rubA oectw by 5,000 hour_ :.
and that air[oil _urface [inish continues to degrade through 61000 tot,sl ?
hours •
Table XVIII. LP Turbine Section - Estimated Deterioration at 4,000 Hours.
a SFC" ¢ruis!_ I _
lnereue l_, Blade T_p Clearancet 0.26 _'*
In_rease in lnterstas_ Seal Clearances 0.17
Suffice F[_l[Sh _Srl_sC[On 0.0_
_t 0.44
0.6 :'
Air,oil quality ;_
0.4
1
Clearaaees
0ol
• ,_ |lades
0 0 ZOO0 #,000 _000
T/_ 8into |nstsllstloa - hours
Figu,-e 4-87. LPr Section - Estimated Deterioration Characteristics
at 6000 Hours.
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Refurbished Kngine 1
Hardware inspection data and a general discussion of the observations and 1
findings concerning refurbished engine modules are presented in the following
paragraphs. The data are presented in the same format as that used to docu-
ment the deteriorated engine, i.e., for the four major sect[o_,_ o. _ _h_ engine: !_ '
fan, high pressure compressor, high pressure turbine, and low pressure turbine.
The data were generated by the hardware inspection teams during their on-site
reviews, and supplemented with data obtained during the normal day-to-day re-
lationships between the airlines and General Electric on-site and in-hot, se _
engineering personnel.
For the reasons noted in Section 4.0 of this report, one airline wh.ch pro- _
vides overhaul for all Cr6-50 engines within a major consortium was selected _
to _rovide hardware data which beet described the unrestored losses. These j _
hardware data are the best representation of an average engine produced by this
same refurbishment source, kh[le the perfonuance data were simply the average
of the indiv{dual data, the average hardware results must be obtained by esti-
mating the percentage of modules that are refurbished for each specific item,
and then average weighing all items.
Fan Section - Although t_e fan section represents the largest amount of fuel J
b-urn deteriorationD very little restoration is currently being accomplished _
on this module. Fan section deterioration is generally superficial damage
whlch does not require repair to restore mechanical integrity. Since the fan
section has good mechanical integrity and is not frequently disassembled for
repairs, the opportunity to restore performance deter[oratior, items is seldom
available. This is the pr/mary reason for the small amount of refurbishment
currently being performed on fan section components. _
Fan Blade Clearances:
Fan blade clearances are not being restored to the new production average _
values. In fact, as presented in the section describing the deteriorated en-
gine, the average fan blade tip clearance actually increases during refur-
bishment as a result of local shroud rework to meet the specified minimum
clearance. The average tip clearance increase of 0.020 inch shown for a
6,000-hour deteriorated engine is assumed for the average refurbished engine.
This is equivalent to an increase fuel burn of 0.38 percent.
Blade Surface Quality:
The fan blade leading edge, is recontoured during most of the shop visits.
_hile the quality of the rework is good_ the average edge shape is not quite
as good as that produced for the production new engine. The combination of __
edge shape quality and total parts repaired (75 percent) produced an uurestored L
loss for the average engine of 0.12 percent in cruise fuel burn. The fan
blades are properly cleaned during each shop visit which eliminates the 0.1_
percent in-service, _rutse fuel burn loss f_ma that source. It was el_o eattmmt_d
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that the average surface roughness for the fan blade was improved during the
cleaning and reading edge rework processes, reducing the in-service loss but
tearing a residual condition equivalent to 0.01 percent cruise fuel burn
toss.
Booster and Bypass OGV:
The booster _s rarely disassembled due to excellent mechanical capabilities;
therefore, the performance deterioration items are not re_tored. This is also
true for the fan bypass OGV's which are seldom removed from the fan casing and,
therefore, not repaired.
Since repairs are not made to these parts, the increased fuel burn for the
booster and bypass OCV for the refurbished engine is assumed equivalent to
that presented _or tha 6,000-hour deteriorated engine. These values are 0.24 ;
percent increase 6, cruise fuel burn for changes in roughness and leading
edge shape _or the bypass OGV's and 0.04 percent increase in cruise fuel burn _o
for the increased airfolt roughness and tip clearances in the booster. An
additional toss equivalent to 0.07 percent in increased cruise fuel burn is
attributed to the leadlng edge of the splitter which is also not normally _.
reworked during a shop visit.
A summary of the unrestored tosses remaining after typical refurbishment of _
the fan and booster module is presented in Table 4-XIX. As shown, the average
unrestored toss is 0.86 percent in cruise fuel burn which represents 65 per-
cent of the total noted for a deteriorated module with an average of 6,000 '°
accumulated hours.
Table 4-XIX. Average Refurbished Fan Module.
8 Cruise Fuel Burn, Z
Fan BIade
Tip Clearance O. 38
Leading Edge Contour 0. t2
Sur face Roughness 0.0t
Bypass OCV
, Leading Edge 0.06
Roughness O. t8 :
booster ,_
Tip Clearance 0.03 !
Surface Roughness 0.01 _-
Splitter Leading Edge 0.07
Totat 0.86 _"
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lligh Pressure Compressor Section - The major source of HP compressor deteri-
oration was increased tip clearance between the blades and casings ._nd vane.
and rotor spool. These _ncreased clearances saere largely the result of casing
distortion and eccentricity which reql_red rework of the blade and vane tips ,
to meet minimum clearance requirements. Rework of the blades a_i vm_es pro- ++
duced larger-than-deslred average clearances, since the shortened blades and
vanes were reused from build to build (Section 4.0). _+++
This rework procedure was noted during the early stages of this program and
corrective action incorporated by most airlines. Hot only have sume of the +'
blades and vanes, shortened as a result of the unacceptable procedure, been
replaced, but controls have been incorporated to prevent a recurrence of this
problem. In addition, more attention is being po;d to resolving casing dis-
tortion and eccentricity during shop visits. As a result of the incorporation
>.
of these controls, the estimated loss resulting from increased clearances for
the refurbished engine used in this study is est/mated as 0. t6 percent in _+
cruise fuel burn. This is slightly tess than half of the 0.33 percent noted
based on inspections of deteriorated hardware.
In addition to the improvement in clearances, blade and vane replacement s1:d
cleaning have reduced the toss in cruise fuel burn of 0.22 percent tot leading
edge bluntness and surface finish to 0.08 percent. The loss attributed to
variable stator bushing leakage is recovered during each shop visits as is
the toss attributed to loose blades and vanes. The compressor casings are
not reworked to repair the wear coating during each shop visit, and the de-
terioration loss of O.Ot percent attributed to this condition is included
[or the unrestored e,_gine.
The unrestored losses for the high pressure compressor are stnmari&ed in Table
4-XX. The 0.25 percent increase in cruise fuel bur_ for the typical roftlr-
bished high pressure compressor represents only 33 percent of the total tosses
documented for a deteriorated compressor after 6,000 hours.
Table 4-XX. Average Refurbished lip Compressor Module,
i
A Cruise Fuel Burn, Z
. Blade and Vane Tip Clearance 0.16 +
Airfoil Leading Edge Bluntness 0.05
Airfoil Surface Finish 0.03
Casing/Spool Surface Finish o.01 :++
I,
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HP Turbine Section - The high pressure t,lrbine ia rpftlrhiahed every shop
visit because of durability limitations. As a result of the refurbishment
processj most of the performance loss is also restored, since the mechanical
distress contributes to the performance tosses.
The reasons for performance loss remaining after restoratien of the high
pressure turbine module are limited to distortion of the Stage t nozzle guide
vanes and airfoil surface roughness. The distortion of the Stage I nozzle
vanes, which produces a parasitic leakage path, is automatically corrected
when new or repaired vanes are incorporated. It is estimated that 50 percent
of the vanes are replaced during each shop visit which reduces the 0.I0 per-
cent increase in cruise fuel burn toss assessed for the deteriorated parts
to 0.05 percent for the refurbished module. The convex surfaces on the blades
and vanes are not materially improved during a typ{cat shop visit, so the un- _
restored losses assessed for this condition are equivalent to the 0.10 percent
losb presented for the deteriorated hardware.
The unrestored losses in a refurbished high pressure turbine module are sum-
marized in Table 4-XXI. The 0.t5 percent loss in cruise fuel burn represents
only 20 percent of that assessed for the deteriorated components.
Table 4-XXI. Average Refurbished HPT Module.
6 Cruise Fuel Burn, Z
Stage l Nozzle Distortion 0.16
Airfoil Surface Finish 0.10
Total 0. t5 :_
Low Pressure Turbine Section - The low pressure turbine module typically ac-
cumulated over 10,000 hours with little or no repair. This assembly has ex-
cellent durability, and disassembly to restore mechanical integrity is infre-
quently required. Since the module is only infrequently disassembled, the
unrestored losses for the average module are equivalent to those of the de-
ter iorated module.
_ The estimated losses for the average "refurbished" low pressure turbine module
are presented in Table _,-XXII.
t2t '
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Table 4-XXII. Averse Refurbished LPT Module.
A Cruise Fuel Burn,
Blade Tip Clearance 0.30 •
Interstsge Seal Clearance 0.22
Airfoil Surface Finish 0.04
Total O. 56
Averase ,Refurbished Engine - A model which depicts the unrestored losses for
an average refurbished engine is merely the sum of the losses for the indi-
vidual modules. The unrestored Losses for the indLvLdual modules are pr_ i-8ented Ln Table 4-XXIII. As shown, the average refurbLshed engine based on
hardware Lnspection results has an Lncreased fuel burn of 1.82 percent when , _i,
re Lnstal led for addLtional revenue servLce.
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!Table 4-xglll. Average Refurbished Engine Hodet.
I
A Cruise Fuel Burn, Z
Fan Sect ion
Fan Blade Tip Clearance 0.38
Fan Blade Leading Edge Contour O. 12
Fan Blade Surface Finish 0.Or
Splitter Leading Edge 0.07
Bypass OGV - Leading Edge 0.06
Bypass OGV- Surface Finish 0.18
Booster Tip Clearance 0.03
Booster Airfoil Roughness 0.Or
Fan Total O.86
lip Comptessor
Blade and Vane Tip Clearance O.16
Airfoil Leading Edge Bluntness 0.05
Airfoil Surface Finish 0.03
Casing/Spool Surface Finish O.Ol
L4PCompressor Total 0.25
lip Turbine
Stage l Nozzle Distortion 0.05
ALrfoil Surface Finish 0,10
lip Turbine Total O. t5
LP TurbLne ,_
Blade Tip C_earance 0.30
Interstage Seat Clearance 0.22
AirfoiL Surface FinisL 0.04
LP Turbine Total 0.56
Average Engine Total L.82
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iI_RFORHANC£DETERIORATIONNODELS
• Independent sssesments of performance deterioration characteristcs for the
CF6-50 model engine were presented as based on both empLrLcal performance data
and hardware inspection results. The hardware tnepectLon results were used to
isolate the specific damage mechanisms or sources of the performance deteri-
oration. An equivalent fuel burn loss was assigned for each damage mechanism
**sing analytical tools, such as thermodynamic cycle decks and influence coeffL- _
cleats. This method produces an accurate assessment of the damage mechanisms
or sources of performance deterioration by direct comparison of the condition _,
of used hardware with as-new parts, but the accuracy of the performance Loss _
assigned for each source is dependent pri_arLly on the accuracy of the analytL- _
cal tools. Some of the analytLcal tools have been previously verified (or _
verified during this progrm) by the use of special engine or component tests, '
but many of the factors and subjective evaluations are based only on assulp-
tLons and an,ItysLs. _Lle experience has indicated that the ana!_Lcnl tools '!
produce reasoaabte results, it was necessary to verify the perfona_nce levels
assigned to thf hardwa:e conditions before the results could be considered
real istLc.
Performance data were avaLlsble to describe the performance deterioration
characteristics for the initial installation and multiple build engines from
installation to removal, and to determine the level of performance for the
refurbished engine as it re-enters revenue service. While the primary use ,_
for the performance data was to describe the magnitude and rate of deteriora-
tion with time, these data were also used to verify the deterioration levels
assessed using the hardware inspection results.
llard_re inspection data were obtained almost exclusively from engines which
were disassembled for refurbLsl_ent during a shop visit. These hardware re-
sults could be sua-arised for the three specific types of engines: i.e.,
initial installation engine at no, Last removal times, multiple build engine at I
no_inaI removal times, and an en_,Lne after typical refurbishment but prior to _
re-entering revenue service. _ile the loss assigned to each hardware condi-
tion cannot be individuaLly verLfLed, the losses for the indLvLdual parts i:,
could be summarized to produce s "total engine value" for each of tt._ three
engine designations. _hese, in turn_ could be directly compared witi_ the
levels determined for each engine deslgnath_n based on perfomance data. A
good agreement between the two independent assessments of performance deteri-
oration would produce confidence that the results were reasonable.
A comparison between the fuel burn deterLorat ion assessed from the hard,re
inspection results and performance data for each of the three ms,or enlLne
designations (initial-Lnstallation, multiple build, and mare,toted Loss)
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
!
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Initial Installation Engine
A comparison of the cruise performance and hardware inspection results for the
int,' ial installation engine is presented in Figure 4-88. As shown, the co,,-
parison produced good agreement.
The hardware data results as presented in Section 4.0 of this report require
adjustments in order to isolate the deterioration wb.ich did not occur in ser-
vice (i.e., items that occur as a result of refurbishment during the initial
or a subsequent shop visit). !terns disregarded include a portion of the in-
crease in average clearance for the fan blade tip and for the high pressure
compressor blade and vane tips. __.,e portion of the clearance change disre- _
garded was the mount attributed to either shroud or airfoil tip rework re-
quired during engine rebuild to meet the specified minimum clearance.
Cruise perfomance losses were derived from cockpit data beginning with the _
first recording available during revenue sersice and trended to removal. This _
is the most convenient way of determining delta cruise performance level for
the initial installation portion of the life cycle. The short-tens losses,
those which occur during aircraft checkout prior to revenue service, were
separately derived. The total deterioration for the average initial instal-
latio_ engine at removal is the sum of the short term losses plus that ex-
perienced during 4,000 hours of revenue service.
The 4,000-hour nominal value for the initial installation engine was selected
based on examination of fleet removal statistics and hardware inspection data.
The hardware inspection results were summarized for each eegine module in
Section 4.0 of this report to obtain the equivalent losses after either 4,000
or 6,000 hours of revenue service. A review of the fleet removal statistics
for the 1)C-10-30 aircraft indicated the nominal time to removal was 4,000
hours _hen ignoring "infant mortality" failures not representative of long-
term deterioration. Since "_.- nC-lO-30 engines comprise over 70 percent of
the ertire fleets, and hardware inspection results to describe the losses
after 4,000 hours were available for all modules, that value yam chosen for
the comparison point.
Examination of the performance deterioration characteristics for the IX:-lO-30,
B747, and A3OO-B aircraft indicates a similar rate (0.53 percent, 0.45 per-
cent, and 0.55 percent per 1,000 hours, respectively). Therefore, a rare cf
0.5 percent per 1,000 hours was selected as most appropriate for this study.
. Based on this rate, total deterioration for the average initial installation
engine at removal was 2.7 percent in cruise fuel burn which is comprised of
0.7 percent for the short term and the remainder during revenue service.
The comparative values of 2.42 percent in cruise fuel burn based on hardware
inspection results, and 2.7 percent based on cruise perfomsnce results as
shown in Figure I,-88 indicate these data are reasonahle and, therefore, the
hardware results were considered representative for the initial installation
eng inc.
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FtEure 4-88. Intttal Instsllatlon Enltne at 4000 Hours.
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Re furb ished En8 ine
The perfor_snce lo-ses documented far the refurbished engine based on hardware
inspection results noted in Section 4.0 were compared with the _erage test
cell calibration run for the refurbished engine. These data are presented tn
Fisure 4-8g.
B.O
Bardvsro hrforsance
_ (l.S_) (1.so)
1.5
i (1._)
1.0 (I.01)
i Fun
.0
O.S
(o. 0_)
liP?
0 '
Typical at lnstsllatiou
Figur_ 4-89. Unrestore6 Lushes for Typical Englnc.
Heasured test cell perfonsance data fro_ one specific relurbishmant source
was obtained for ell engines tested during 1979 and used to establish IlvetsKe
performance characteristics (Rationale presented in Section 4.0). The equiv-
alent perforsusnce loss _scertained from hardvere inspect lnn r,_.s.its r_quirea
scqte adjustments to ensure thee the hardware conditions were being docts0ented
for the same time period. This is explained in Section 4.0 of th_s report ;
and as presented, the most notable adjustment was for high preqsure cmsprc,ssor
clearances. Also, the decision not to include any re|urbishuent of the _ow
pressur,-, turbine module was predicated on invest iBat ions which indicated only
s mall percentage of these modules were refurbished during this period.
The good altreeuent between the fuel burn Losses assessed from hardware inspec-
tion results _r the refurbished engine and the corresponding perfomsnce
" revels measured durin8 the engine recatibratLon Ln the test celt as shown in
FLsure 4-89 indicate that the hardware inspection date docLmentinll the unto-
stored Losses are realist i¢.
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Nult Lple-Build Engine
The comparison of perfor_nnce deterioration based on measured per£omance
data with that assessed from the hardware inspection results for the multiple-
build engine requires the use of data generated for the previous comparisons.
Cruise perfomance trends from installation to removal are used to document
the on-wing deterioration characteristics for the multiple-build engine. These
data are comprised of deltas or differences fro_ the applicable aircraft flight
manual; the initial trend data for each individual engine establishes the zero
baseline. This is the simplest method for producing delta change for accumu-
lated time, but disallows a direct comparison with the average production
engine since the assumed zero reference has no relationship to the average
product ion engine.
To provide the necessary ILnk between production and _Letd data, the projected
delta established based on the average test cell calibration level for the re-
furbished engine was used. This value accurately describes the delta deterio-
ration from the production new engine for the average multiple-build engine at
installation. The simple addition of the cruise fuel burn deterioration equiv-
alent to the measured test cell losses at installation plus the in-servlce
delta loss measured from cockpit cruise recordings produces the total deterio-
ration for the multiple build engines at removal.
The hardware inspection results were also adjusted using data from the previ-
ous comparisons to produce acceptable data representing the average engine at
removal. (3,000 hours of revenue service was chosen since this value was
near the nominal £or multiple-build engines in the fleet.) Hardware inspec-
tion results which describe the unrestored losses remaining after refurbish-
ment (Table 4-XXIII) were used as the baseline to describe each module at
engine installation. The mount of deterioration that should be attributed
to each hardware source during 3,000 hours of in-service operation was based
on th_ estimated deterioration rates presented in the previous comparisons.
The estmated in-service loss at 3,000 hours was then added to the unrestored
loss isolated for each deterioration source to produce the total Loss at re-
moval. For examplej the total loss attributed to the change in _an blade
leading edge contour after 6,000 hours was 0.44 percent "n cruise fuel burn.
The average unrestored loss for this condition was 0.12 percent in cruise
fuel burn. Therefore, one-half (3,000/6,000 hours) of the expected deteri-
oration after 5,000 hours (0.44/2) was added to the 0.t2 percent present at
installation to arrive at the total of 0.34 percent in c:uise fuel burn.
The comparison of the performance deterioration assessed from measured pet_-
"_ formance data with that assessed from the hardware _nspection results for the
_ average multiple-build engine after 3,000 hours of operation is presented in
Figure 4-90. This good agreeaent indicates the essuaptLons were realistic,
and the data presented for the multiple-build engines are reasonable repre-
sentations for the fleet. These data atso tend to verify that the other com-
parisons are valid, since the construction of the multiple-build model is
heavily dependent on the results presented for those models.
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Figure 4-90. Pdultiple Build Engine at Removal.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objective of this program was to identify p_rfocmance deteriora-
tion characteristics which could be useful in reducing fuel burn, th.s having
a favorable impact on the nat ions1 energ,_, shortage. The most frult[ul area
for fuel conservation was shown to be in the unrestored performance area;
that is, the in-service deterioration which is not corrected during subsequent
shop visits. This represents over 71 percent of the total fuel burn deterio-
ration calculated for the CF6-50 model engine at removal, and amounts to over
15 gallons of cruise fuel burn for every engine flight-hour. Immediate fuel
burn reduction can be realized by more effective and/or additional restoration
during each shop visit. While reducing energy consumption is important, the
airlines require that any maintenance over and above that required to restore
mechanical capabilit ies be cost-effect ire.
The General Electric hardware teams conducted cost-effectiveness feasl-
i bility studies for each of the deterioration items. These studies consisted
simply of calculating the labor and material costs, _ith no attempt to incor-
porate other financial considerations. Note: the individua, airline_ ° have
their own distinct ground rules on what is to be included in cost effective-
ness studies, and generally include: labor and fuel costs, burden (overhead)_
investment and cost of money. The studies were not directed toward any spe-
cific airline(s), as the required input data are considered proprietary and,
hence, direct airline input was not available. Reasonable assumptions were
used by the teams based on normal airline relationships to determine the cri-
teria to use for these studies. It is for these reasons that these studies
are termed cost-effectiveness feaslbi1:ty studies, and each airline has to
adjust the results to its own specific criteria.
STUDY CRITERIA
Cost-effectiveness studies consist of two major items: additional costs for
the modification, and expected reduction in operation costs, - the difference
represents the potential savings. Additional costs were calculated t_sing a
labor rate of $36.00/hour t,which includes an estimated oral'head of 200 per-
cent) and material costs based on the General Electric 1979 parts catalog.
The teas estimated the labor needed to perform the modifications and included
the man-hours required to disassemble/reinstall the individual parts into the
. specific modules. It was assumed that the individual modules were exposed as
; a result of normal mechanical repair. The "cost of money" was not _ncluded
in the study, nor were any investment criteria ("bricks and mortar"). The
determination of material costs assumed the vendor repair cost rather than
neb--par _. cost, where applicable.
The calculation of reduced operating costs required the establishment of the
mount of performance to be restored, the "useful life" or hours until the
i fain is completely lost, and e "life factor" which represents the rate at
!
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which the gain deteriorates. The useful life and life factor were derived
for each condition by the hardware teams based on their observations, other
General Electric studies or tests, analytical calculations and common sense.
Figure 5-I schematically describes the life factor and useful life items.
Two different life factors are sho_rn, and the ares above the curve represents
conditions where reduced fuel consumption is available. Experience indicated
that the deterioration rate was generally linear with time and, therefore, a
life factor of 0.5 was assigned unless otherwise determined. The mount to
be gained for each condition was not assumed to be equivalent to its total
assessed loss, but rather was estimated in terms of what percentage of the
loss could be restored using current technology and tooling.
The fuel usage was calculated for a typical DC-10-30 mission (majority of
flight hours), and was estimated at 850 gallons of fuel p_r engine flight hour
at a cost of $1.00/gallon. The cost was based on the average amount which was
charged a foreign consortium in late 1979, and was used because the CF6-50
powered aircraft are flown extensively by foreign airlines. These values pro-
duce a cost savings of $8.50/engine flight hour for each IZ in cruise fuel
burn. The actual fuel consumption and cost will have to be determined by the
individual airlines when they conduct their own cost effectiveness studies
based on "then current" fuel costs and aircraft type.
An improvement in cruise fuel burn (sfc) will produce a corresponding im-
provement in EGT margin which will reduce hardware consumption because of
lower operating temperatures, and possibly extend time on-wlng between shop
visits. While these are potentially significant cost reduction items, they
are very difficult to generalize and are not included in these studies.
Rather, this potential benefit, while not calculated, can be used to justify
acceptance of marginally cost-effective items.
STUDIES
The data used to determine the cost effectiveness tar the individual items
are presented in Table 5-I. The items are arranged by the individual modules,
and the column headings are those previously explained. The listing includes
the major items isolated by these studies and is not presumed to include every
single source. For the items where a materials cost is noted under the Modi-
fication column without a corresponding labor cost, the fixed vendor replace-
ment repair co_t is assumed. As shown in Table 5-I, the useful life for the
repairs ranged from 4,000 to 12,000 hours, with most of the life factors as-
sumed to be 0.5. This was necessitated by the lack of hardware inspection
, data below 2,000 hours; a condition which prevented an accurate assessment of
ii the deterioration curve shape. Deterioration items which are restored during
each shop visit, such as high pressure turbine blade-to-shroud clearance, are
not included in the study.
These data (as shown in Table 5-I) were used to calculate the potentlal cost-
effectiveness for each item using the labor and fuel costs previously pre-
sented. The pertinent data from the cost-effectlveness studies (without the
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detailed calculations) are presented in Table 5-11. The savings are ulti-
mately shown as a cost per engine flight hour to put all items on an "apples-
to-apples" basts. These studies yielded potential savings ranging from a
favorable _l.80/hour to a potential added expense of $0.42/hour. As noted
earlier, any positive calculation, however marginal, is considered cost-
effective based on the savings in part life expected from the correspondin 8 i
reduc t ton in ECT.
& review of the data presented in Table 5-1[ indicates that it is cost effec-
tive to restore items which would yield 1.7 percent in cruise fuel burn.
Since the refurbished items deteriorate at different rates, the average po-
tential fuel savings calculated was 8.4 gallons/engine flight hour. _
However, this potential [s somewhat misleading in that some of the listed
items are currently being restored by 8ome airlines on at least a part-time
basts. There [s a wide variance in the routine workscopes _r the individual
alrlines and/or consortiums, and it is very difficult to arrive at the real .
potential for savings over-and-above what is being accomplished today. How-
ever, the total amount being restored for the entire fleet is considered
small, and "best estimates" based on studies for the refurbished engine would
indicate the level to be equivalent to 0.49 percent in cruise fuel burn. Thlo
is equal to approximately 29 percent of the items previously determined to be
cost effective. The total engine flight hours t_rojected for the CF6-50 _odel
engines in 1980 for all three aircraft types is 3.1 million. If the esti-
mated savings for the A3OO-B and B747 aircraft would be the same as for the
DC-IO-30 aircraft, then the cost effective _tems currently not being restored
represent the potential to reduce fuel consumption by 26 million gallons
while saving the airlines 16.6 million dollars during the next 12 months.
In summary, the majority of the unrestored losses for the CF6-50 model engine
are cost-effective to restore. It is recommended that the airlines conduct
their own cost-effectiveness studies and initiate action to more effectively
restore fuel burn losses during each shop visit. This action, in conjunction
with Ceneral Electric action to develop product improvement items to reduce
the magnitude of deterloratton_can make a notable impact on energy consumption
in the 1980's.
{
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6.0 CONCLUDINGRENARKS
The studies to determine the performance deterioration characteristics of
the CF6-50 model engine specifically related to increased fuel burn revealed
wide variances in the rates for individual engines. The current on-condltion
maintenance concept, as opposed to fixed-t/me-between-overhaul (TBO), together
with the modular concept of the engine design, which permits selective re-
furbis_nent, contribute to this condition. In addition, cockpit recordings
of performance parameters - in particular, fuel flow - were not as consistent
as would be desired which also contributed to the wide variance for individual
engine s.
,+
_ite the nature of this program was not such that explicit results could be
formulated and verified to the "nth" degree by experiments, the salient re-
sults presented in this report are a reasonable and accurate representation
of the deterioration characteristics for the CF6-50 model engines. This is
based on the following key observations:
s Teams of General Electric technical personnel, experienced in all phases
of engine/airline operation (mechanical design, aero design, perforuance
restoration, performance analysis and airline service engineerinK), con-
ducted the detailed data reviews, produced the results, and completed
detailed analyses to ensure that their results agreed with the facts
and/or engineering .logic.
• Specific data obtained as part of this program or from special General
Electric programs, [ncludi_ special hardware inspections, back-to-back
testing to isolate specific deterioration modes, etc., in conjtmction
with the routine airline datat produced sufficiently large samples of
data to adequately document deterioration characteristics at selected
points in the enKine life cycle. These points were at the time when the
deteriorated engine was removed from the wing for the normal shop visit,
and for the refurbished engine after repairs had been completed but
prior to re-entry into revenue service. This permitted the most impor-
tant program objectives to be deteruined using empirical perfonHnce and
hardware inspection data. These same data were used to estimate other
itmus, but the estimations were required only to achieve pro.v-am objec-
tives considered of minor importance.
; • _en engine performance levels assessed from hardware inspect ion data
for the individual deterioration sources were compared with indepen-
dently determined levels based exclusively on engine performance data,
good agremnent resulted for each major element of the engine life cycle.
• Tt was shmm that the average flight length, hours-to-cycle ratio, and
_'erage reduced thrust during takeoff operation (derate) each have a
significant effect on the performance deterioration characteristics.
These effects are completely interrelated, and it was not possible to
isolate the individual effects for hours, cycles, or takeoff derate.
13e
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a It was not possible to specify a common deterioration rate for the
CF6-50 engine when utilized on the three different aircraft types
(DC-IO-30, A3OO-B, B747) due to the differences in o_,rational vari-
ables (flight length and derate). Since these operational variables
tended to correlate with aircraft type and not by airline or other
differences, it was possible to establish the deterioration character-
istics for the CF6-50 engine when tested on each aircraft type. The
average performance characteristics were established as a function
of hours (not cycles or derate) since this parameter is commonly
used in the cviation industr 7 for this purpose.
Therefore, based on these key obsex'vations, it is reasonable and prudent
to believe the results obtained during these studies are a reasonable assess-
meat of performance deterioration characteristics for the CF6-50 model engine.
The more important results are presented in the following paragraphs:
a Short term losses equivalent to 0.7 percent in cruise fuel burn occurred
during the initial checkout flight conducted by the aircraft manufacturer
prior to deli\,ery for revenue service. The magnitude of the short term
toss was adjudged to be the same for each aircraft type. Hardware data
were not available to ascertain the source(s) for this toss.
• The magnitude of deterioration for the average new engine during the
initial installation for revenue service was determined for each aircraft
type as follows:
Aircraft Type Hours Cruise Fuel Burn t Z
DC-IO-30 3,000 I. 5
A3OO-B 2,000 l. I
B74"i t,, 000 I.6
These are additive to the 0.7 percent short term loss.
a The unrestored loss for the typical airline refurbished engine was equiv-
alent to a 1.8 percent in cruise fuel burn. This level was noted to be
constant following the second shop visit, with no increasing or decreas-
ing trend evident through at least I0 shop visits. The level is appli-
cable for each aircraft type since hardware is not segregated by engine
type during repair.
• The in-service deterioration for the typical multiple-build engine was
established for each aircraft type as follows:
Aircraft T_I_ Hour._._._s Cruise Fuel Burnt Z
DC-10-30 3,030 0.77
A3OO-B 2,000 O. 66
B747 3,8.50 0.97
137
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• An Lnst_nt loss (similar to short-term loss for production new engine)
could not be isolated for the typical multiple-bu{ld refurbished engine
enteri'_g revenue service.
• _ile _roduct Lmprovements are being developed in an effort to eliminate
the major sources of performance deterioration, additional and/or more
effective restoration during each shop visit is the most promising area
for expeditious reduction in energy consumption.
• Cost effectiveness feasibil{ty studies conducted as part of this effort
indlcated that more than 70 percent of the unrestored loss was cost- r
_.ffective to restore Based on 3,1 million flight hours expecte_ for
CF6-50 engines d,_ring 1980, cost-effective _teas not currently being
restored represet,t a potential for reducing fuel consumption by 26 mil-
lion gallons with a net cost savings of $16.6 million at t979 prices.
a The potential to make a notable i_psct on energy consumption in the
1980's has been demonstrated.
13S
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Data are included in these appendices for the following items:
APPENDIX A - CRUISE TRENDING PROCEDURE
APPENDIX B - CRUISE PERFORMANCEDATA
APPENDIX C - LIST OF REFERENCES
APPENDIX D - SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
APPENDIX E - SPECIAL TEi_INOLOGY
APPENDIX F - QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORT
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APPIWDIXA
CRUISE TRgNDING
Cruise performance data were obtained from airline revenue service cruise
trends. Engine installed performance is recorded reg_JIarly for individual
engines as a normal airline operational procedure. These cruise data cos-
sial of cockpit measurements for significant engine parameters, notably fuel
flow (Wl_), exhaust gas temperature (gb_r), fan rotation_l speed (lql), and
core rotational speed (N2), recorded during stabilised operation at sill-
tude. This information is used by the CF6 -_eratora to monitor the relative
health of each engine, to anticipate nomal maintenance requirements of the
engines, and to assess the performance trends of their fleets.
For the CF6 fmily of engines, fuel flow and _ measurements are compared
to values from the "Flight Planning and Cruise Control Manual" (FP & CCM) for
the same flight condition and NI. This manual is a tabulation of baseline
reference curves for installed engine performance under various operating
conditions. The baseline is representative of the installed performance of
early CF6 production engines used ia a flight test program to define refer-
ence engine performance.
The cruise perf,_rmance data points were stored in computer files and utilized
to develop statistical trends. Each dat_ point repre_-nted an average level
obtained from between four and twenty airplane flights. Airline trends in
the Contractor's files had generally been normalized to the "FP & CCH" by the
operator, lad in the one case, smoothed for each engine by a running average
of four out of the lsst six readings. In cases where only as-measured cockpit
readings were available, these data were normalized by the Contractor. In
all cases, sufficient readings were averaged to yield performance data points
which were representative of the individual r_gines at that period of time.
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APPElqDIX B
L to
CRUISE PERFOR/V_CE DATA
Performance data used in this report are presented in Figures B-I to B-4 in
terns of AWFI4and AEGT 1_rformance st HI, relative to "FP & CQ4." Cruise
data pc'his used to determine compo_site statisticat curve fits are shown in
Fiaures B-5 to B-28 for multple-bui'd ensines on I)C-I0-30, 747, and A300 alr-
craft. The reusin_ng ftsures present _ndividual ensine deterioration charac-
teristics for sinitar tiue-wince-.nstaltation comporison muonS aircraft type,
airline-to-airtine, route stxucture, uaintenance shop, and the effects of
installed position. Th¢_, _ur, "s sro computer plotted_ and the X-axis shows
time since overhaul as tb'J coepute, words for time since installation.
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APPENDIX D
SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
A4 Stage I High Pressure Turbine Nozzle Area
AIC Aircraft
ACEE Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
ALF Aft Looking Forward /.
ASE AirlLne Support Engineering _.
ASO Aviation Service Operation _:
ASO/O AvLat ion Serv Lce Operat Lon/Outar Lo, Cal ifornla
Avg. Average
B/P Bluepr int
BW Blade Width
CAL Cont Lnental Airline
CCM Cruise Control Manual
CDP Compressor Discharge Pressure
CL Clearance _"
CR Crulse
t
CRF Compressor Rear Frame
CSI Cycles Since Installed #
CSN Cycles Since New
" CSO Cycles Since Overhaul
i
CW ClockwL se
Da'_Co Douglas Aircraft Company "
DE_,T Delta
DETA_ Delta High Pressure Compressor Efficieucy
DETALP Delta Low Pres.qure System EffLc_ency
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS(Continued)
DETALPS Delta Low Pressure System Efficiency
DFNI Delta Net Thrust at Constant Fan Speed
Dis. Dimneter
DPARA Delta Parasitic
DPARAS Delta Parasitlcs
El2, El3 Fan Blade Tip Clearance Locations
ECI Engine Component Improvoment
ECT Exhaust Gas Temperature
EGTM Exhaust Gas Temperature Nargin
Elf. Efficiency
EMU Engine Maintenance Unit
EPR Engine Pressure Ratio
EROH Electronic Readout Nachine
ESN Engine Serlst Number
ETAC High Pressure Compressor Efficiency
ETALPS Low Pressure System Efficiency
ETAT High Pressure Turbinc Efficiency
FAA Federal Aviation Agency
: FBW Full Blade Width
FIR Full Indicated Runout
FIA Forward Looking Aft
Fn Net Thrust
Fn @ 141 Net Thrust at Constant Fan Speed
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS(Continued)
F/N Fuselage Number
FOD Foreign Object Damage
FP & CCM Flight Planning and Cruise Control Manual
FPI Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection
FWD Forward
GI,G2,G3 High Pressure Turbine Rotor Forward Shaft,
C,4,G5,G6 Forward Seal Teeth
GE General Electric Company
HI,H2,H3 High Pressure Turbine Rotor Forward Shaft -
H4,H5,H6 Aft Seal Teeth
HD EGT Hot Day Exhaust Gas Temperature
HP High Pressure
HPC High Pressure Compressor
HPCR High Pressure Compressor Rotor
HPCS High Pressure Compressor Stator
HPS High Pressure System (Core Engine)
HPT HiSh Pressure T,:cbine
HPTN High _ressure _.rbine Nozzle
_, HPTR High Pressure Turbine Rotor
: Hrs Hours
ID Inside Diameter
IGB Inlet Gearbox
IGV Inlet Guide Vane
In, Inch
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. SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS(Continued)
I/S Interstage
Dim '_" Dimension "K", High Pressure Turbine Nozzle Support -
Reference Shop Manual, 72-52-00
LE Lead ins Edge
LP Low Pressure
LPS Low Pressure System (Fan and LPT)
LPT Low Pressure Turbine
LPTN Low Pressure Turbine Nozzle
LPTR LOw Pressure Turbine Botor
Max Kaximum
M/C Maximum Continuous
Min Minimum
_q Maintenance Manual
MRL Maximum Repairable L/mit
MXCR Max/mum Cruise
NI Fan Speed
N2 Core Speed
N/A Not Applicable
NAL National A/rline
NASA- Nationat Aeronautics and Space Admin_stret/on -
: Levis Lewis Research Center
No. Number
No. 4B Number 4 Ball Bearing
NOz. Nozzle
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS (Continued)
7
OD Outer Diameter
OGV Outlet Guide Vane
P3 Compressor Discharge Pressure
P49 Low Pressure Turbine Inlet Pressure
QEC Quick Engine Connect
R Roundness
z
Rad. Rad ius :;
Re f. Re ference
I
RMS Root Mean Square
RPM Revolutions Per Minute
RTV A Roo,_ Temperature Vulcaniz._ng Compound ,_
7
SB Service Bulletin
SEE Standard Error of Estimate
Serve Limit Serviceable Limit
f
sfc Specific Fuel Consumption
SI International System of Units
SLS Sea Level Staclc
S/M Shop Manual
" S/N Ser i_llN,..h,,r
Stg. Stage
SWECO Vibratory Mill Cleaning Process
T3 C_ressor Discharge Total Temperature
• TSX Calculated Exhaust Gas Temperature
T/C Thermocouple
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS(Concluded)
TE Trailing Edge •
Tt4,F Turbine Mid frame
!
T/0 Takeo f f
TSI Time Since Installed
TSN Time Since New _
TSO Time Since Overhaul
UAL United Airl ine8
VI,V2,V3,V4 High Pressure Turbine Rotor Thermal Shield Seal Teeth ':
VTL Vertical Turret Lathe :
NAL Western Airlines
NCI6 16th Stage Cooling Flow
NFM Fuel Flow
WK Corrected Airflow
A Delta
n Efficiency (Eta) "
nc High Pressure Compressor Efficiency
nf Fan Efficiency
nt High Pressur,e Turuine Efficiency
n2t Low Pressure Turbine Efflclency
o Standard Devi, 'Lon
,, _ in./in. AA Hicroinch per inch, Arithmetic Average
/.
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APPENDIX E
SPECIAL TERNI[4OLOGY
Analytical Teardown
The disassembly of an engine specifically to provide hardware inspection data
to determine the sources and mechanisms for performance deterioration.
Coefficient of Determination (R 2)
A numerical measure of the proportion of variation accounted for by the mul-
tiple linear regression fit, where a value of "1" indicates a perfect fit
while a value of "0" indicates lack of fit.
Deteriorated Engine (or Module)
An engine (or medule) as removed from wing for induction into the shop, but
prior to any repairs.
Deterioration No,lel
Two models are utilized in this report. The "Performance Deterioration Model"
is based on performance data and describes the magnitude and rate at which
deterioration occurs with time. The "Hardware Deterioration Model" _signs
the performance deterioration to the individual parts and damage mechdnisms,
and is based on hardware inspection data and influence coefficients.
Engine Derivatives
Computer cycle model factors which equate changes in component efficiencles,
flows, and areas to changes in engine cycle parameters.
Fuel Burn
, Fuel consumed (sfc at constant thrust) during the cruise portion of a revenue
flight.
_. Influence Coefficients
bpirically or analytically derived factors which equate a change in hardware
condition to e change in performance.
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Initial Installation
The portion of long-term deterioration uhich occurs during the revenue service
operation of a production new engine prior to the first shop visit.
Long-Term Deterioration
This broad category defines all performance losses which occur during revenue
service operation for the life of the engine.
Nodular Naintenance
The maintenance concept that concentrates on repairing modules as opposed to
the engine as a whole. This concept is utilized as part of the on-condition
aaintenance concept to achieve optimum repair costs.
Multiple-Build Installation
The revenue service operation of an engine following the first shop visit.
This category includes all long-term deterioration except that which occurs
during the initial installation.
Parasitics
The internal leakage of gas flow that bypasses a stage or stages of airfoils.
An exmlple of a parasitic leakage is any excess (beyond design) turbine mid-
frame liner purge air which bypasses the high pressure turbine.
Refurbished Engine (or Nodule)
!
An engine (or module) that has been restored for mechanical and perfomance
reasons. This designation implies that performance losses were restored in i
addition to the minimum mechanical repair required to satisfy the serviceable i
classification, i
Serviceable EnRine (or Nodule)
An engine that meets the minimum inspection requirements for the particular
maintenance concept being utilized 8o that _t is eligible for additional
revenue service. The engine (or module) may or may not be cumptetely refur-
bished.
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Shop Visit
When the engine is inducted into the maintenance shop for repair after removal
from the aircraft.
Short-Term Deterioration
Performance losses which occur at the aircraft manufacturer during airplane
acceptance test frights prior to initiation of revenue service.
StandArd Deviat ion
The root-mean-square of deviations from B mean, used as the measure of the
spread of a sample or population.
Standard Error of Estimate (SEE)J
The root-mean-square of deviations about a fitted cur_e, used as the measure
of the spread of a sample or population about that fitted curve.
Unrestored Performance (Unrestored Losses)
The difference between the production new performance levers and those for
a revenue service engine after a shop visit.
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APPENDIX F
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORT
INTRODUCTION
It is the fundamental precept of the _ircraft Engine Group to provide prod-
ucts and services that fulfill t,.e Product Quality expectations of customers
and maintain leadership in product quality reputation, in conformance to the
policy established by the Executive Office.
The Quality System as documented in Aircraft Engine Group Operating Procedures
provides for the establishment of Quality assurance requirements through the
design, development, manufacture, test, delivery, application, and postdellv-
ery servicing of the product. These instructions and Operating Procedures
cte•rty delineate the cross-functional responsibilities and procedurcs for
implementing the system, which includes coordination with cognizant FAA/AFPRO
functions prior to issue and implement•lion.
The Quality Organization implements the Quality System requirements in each
of their assigned areas of responsibility, providing design review participa-
tion, quality planning, quality input to Manufacturing planning, quality
assurance and inspection, material :eview control, production testing, and
instrument calibration.
The Aircraft Engine Group has additional Manufacturing facilities, a_ t Over-
haul/Service Shops such •s the one at Ontario, California. _ese various
facilities •re termed "satellite" plants or locations. They are not con-
sidered vendors or suppliers for quality control purposes and have the same
status and requirements they would have if lot•ted in the Evendale Manufac-
turing Facility.
The specific requirements for this contract were accomplished at the fotlotr-
ing locations:
• Production Assembly and Engine Test - Evendale
, Ontario Service Shop - Ontario
A summary of activities for each location is included in this report.
QUALITY S¥STIMS
i
Quality Systems for Evendate and Ontario are constructed to comply vith i
Military Specifications HIL-Q-98SgA, KIL-I-A5208A, and qlL-C-A5662A, and 1
with Federal Avi•tlon Regulations FAR-145 end (where applicable) FAR-21. The
total AEG _lity System has been accepted by NASA-LeRC for fabrication of
engines under prior contracts.
ISO
_b
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Inherent in the system is the assurance of conformance to the quality re-
qulrements. This includes the performance of required inspections and tests.
[n addition, the system provides change control requirements which ensure
tha; design changes are incorporated into manufacturing, procured.eat, and
quality documentation, and into the products.
Engine parts are inspected to documented quality plans that define the char-
acterlstics to be inspected, the gages and tools to b_- used, the conditions
under which the inspection is to be performed, the sampling plan, laboratory
and special process testing, and the identification and record requirements.
Nork instructions are issued for compllance by operators, inspectors, test-
ers, and mechanics. O_ponent part manufacture provides for laboratory over-
viev of all special a:Id critlca _. processes, _ncluding qualification and cer-
tification of person_,el, equipment, and processes.
Nhen work is performer in accordance with work instructions, the operator/
inspector records that the work has been perfo_ned. This is accomplished by
the operator/inspector stamping or signing, the operation sequence sheet to
signi£y that the opera._ion has been performed.
Control o_ part handling, storage, and delivery is maintained through the
entire cycle. Engines and assemblies are stored in special dollies and
transportation carts. Finished assembled parts are stored to preclude damage
and contamination, openings are covered, tines are capped, and protective
covers are applied as required.
A buildup recortl and test log is ,aaintained for the assemb:y, inspection, and
test of each maj,,r component or engine. Component and eng,ne testing is per-
form,,d :,ccordln_ to ,tocument_,d test instructions, t,.st plans, and instrumen-
tation plans. T_:st and instrumentation plans were submitted to NASA for app-
roval prior to the testing.
Records essential to the economical and effective ol_.,rationof the Qt,al_ty
Program are maintained, reviewed_ and used as a basis for action. These
records include inspection and test results, nonconforming mtetial findinl_s,
laboratory analysLs_ and r_celvlng inspection.
Nonco,lforming hardwar,, is controlled by a system or material review at the
component source. Both a Quality representative _nd an Engineering repre-
sentative provide the acce,t (use-as-ls or repair) decision. Nonconformances
are docum, mt_.d, incl,din;,, t:ie disposition and correct iv,. act inn if applicable
to prt.v_.nt recurrence.
CALIBRATION
The need for product measurement _s identified and the design, procurement
and application of measuring equipment specified at the start of the product
cycle. Hessuring devices used for product acceptance and instruments used to
control, record, monitor, or indicate results of, or readin[z_ during, inspec-
.'ion and test are initially inspected, calibrated, and periodically reverified
or recslibrated.
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Documented procedures are used to define methods of catibratLon and verifi-
cation of characteristics which govern the accuracy of the gage or instr.uuent.
Provisions are made f_r procurement of instrument calibration capabillty as
a part of instrument system acquisition.
Frequency of recalibration is specified and measuring gages and instruments
are labeled to indicate the period uf use before tecatibration is necessary.
Records are maintained for each gage or instrument which lists the identifi-
cation, serial number, calibration frequency, procedure, and results of each
calibration.
Recalibretion periods (frequency of calibratioo) are prescribed on the basis
that the gages and irstruments are within calibration tolerance limits at the
e,_d of the recallbrat .on period. The results of recalibration are analyzed
to determine the effectiveness nf the recatibration period, and adjustments
are made to shorten or lengthen the cycle when justified.
i
Standards used to verify the gages and instruments are t_-ceable to the
National Bureau of Standards. I
qUALITY ASSURANCE FOR INSTRUI_NTATION
Stems defined as Standard Instrumentation (items appearing on the engine
parts lists) will have Quality Assurance Control to the samw. degree as ocher
engine components. Instrumentation on engines for Revenue Service wilt be
subject to the test and inspection criteria identified in the applicable Shop
Hanual.
Items defined as "Test Instrumentation" (standard test instrmsentation as
_.dentifiod in the applicable engine manual GEK 9266 for CY6 Test Section
72-00) viii be. subject to the same controls required Zor measuring _nd test
equilment. This instrumentation is periodically reverified by the technician
and recatibrated, at a prescribed frequency, against standards traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards.
Items identified ss "Special Instrtment_tion" (non-parts list or non-T_ch
Nanual instrumentatio_ supplied for this progrmm) vii! hdve _uality Assurance
Control consistent with the _ated objectives of this program.
The instrumentation used for obtaining data for th_s contract fulfillment has
not affected the engine operations or performance.
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ACTIVITY SUMMARYBY LOCAIION
PRODUCTION ASSEMBLY
In Production Assembly, the standard ens_ne bu".Id procedure_ were used to
ensure compliance to Quality Systems. _,ese procedures and practices are
approved Jnder FAA Production Certificate 108. The operating procedures uti-
lize an Engine Assembly Build Record (EASR) and an Ensine Assembly Configura-
tion Record (EACR). These documents, incorporate_ into an Engine Record Book,
serve as an hlstorlcal record of the compliance to one Assembly Procedure, a
record of critical assembly dimensions, and a record of the engit.e confisura-
lion. Nork performed is claimed by the appllcable inspector or assembler.
(Samples of the EASE and EACR cards are provided in Wigures C-I and C-2, re-
spect {rely. )
Production &ss-'-_ly releases the engine to Test and upon successful cor, ptetion
of the required test, performs the necessary work and inspection in p_epara-
lion for shipment to the customer.
PRODUCTION ENGINE TEST
In Production Engine Test, _he engine is inspected and prepared for test per
Engine Test Instruction (ETI) Number C-15.
Lira{re and restrictions of Production Test Spec[fications were aRplied durinR
the testing of en&ines under this _ontract. The sdf_t.y of the test crew and
engine is ensured by conducting E_ _ C-18 CF6 cell check sheets pr_o_ to the
performance of the test.
The engine performance data and safety parameters are recorded by autou_mtic
data recordins (ADR). The data systems, test cell, thrust frame, and fuel
measurlns syst.-ms are cali_rrated on z periodic basis by spec'atized techni-
cians. Durin_ testin&, the &DR system is contlnualty monitored by test
ensineers to ensure the quality of the data being recorded.
ONTARIO SERVICE SHOP
At the Ontario facility, a 0uatity Control Work Tnstruction (0CWl DFOIS) was
written and coordinated with NASA LeRC. The OCWl provided instructions on
these specific _tems as appticabte to the CF6 Diasnostic Program.
Assemb ly/Disassembty Control
Rework Control
Workscope Dcfinit ion
Noncon formsnce
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Quality PlannSng
Auditing
Instrumentation Contrc_ (Safety)
Neasuring and Test Equipment
Engine Test
Witnessing
Records
Failure Recording
To document the condition of the engine hardware, photographs were taken of
the LFT shrouds a_d seals, representative HPT blades, LPT blades, compressor
rotor, stator case, fan inlet guide vanes, CDP seal, HFT seals and shroud,
HPT rotor, HP nozzles. These photographs were ut high quality and are avail-
able for review.
Work orders were written to provide work direction for Engine Test, Prep-to-
Test inspections, and for assembly and disassembly instructions. Inspections
as requested were witnessed by the designated DCAS representative.
Examples of the work documents as issued to the Test and Assembly personnel
are presented in the following figures:
• Figure C-3 - Test Operat ing Requirements Document
• Figure C-4 - Prep-to-Test and Test Check-Off Sheet
• Figure C-5 - Instrumentation Check Sheet
• Figure C-6 - Inspection Check List
• Figure C-7 - Work Order Sample
• Figure C-8 - RPTR Blade _nspection Sheet
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t;eneral Electric Ccnu_mny
avlnt ion Service Operatio_lOut_rlo
Work Order
|
PERFORMANCE TESTS
5.l INBOUND TEST
The fol]owing seqt_nce of testing is required for the CF6-f_ Task 1II Engine.
The testing will be conducted in the ASO-Ontario OF6 test cell with a light-
weight bellmouth and the _tandard CF6-6 acceptance test cowlint configurati_.
I. Install Engine in the CFb test cell and set up peg C,t36Shop ]qLanmll,
72-00-00 Testing.
2. Check variable stator vanes cold rig, but do not adjust unless VSV
tracks outside of the ope_ liuit by more than one degree during
engine operation. No adjustment is to be umde without the concur--
fence of ASE cngineering.
3. Install instrumentation as defined by the I_t_tatlQal Plan for
the Task 1II engines.
4. Conduct the following performance test:
a. Perform normal prefire checks including a leak check.
b. Start engine and stabilize for five minutes at ground idle.
c. Set the following two steady-state data points and take full
data readings slier four n_inutes stabilization:
T',,w:r ._et t in._ Corrected Fan Speed
sO_ 76.42% (2623 rrna_
75_ 90.II_ (3093 rpm)
Note: Perform t_]l ?unctional test
d. Slow de_cl to ground idle, and analyze the two points to de-
termine if the engine can bc safety operated to takeoff pou_r
_ithc, ut exceeding any limits (N2, EGT, VSV). Also ascertain
that all lnstrtanentation, including the recorder, is function-
, ing proprl]v.
e. Set the following steady-state data points and take two hack-
to-back data readings after four minutes stabilization. I1_e
engine should be operated at _xiamm cont inm_us power for a
minim_ ot six minutes prior to setting the foll_ing points.
Take or_e data reading after six minutes.
nil i i
Figure C-3. Test OperRting Requirements 13oc_ent.
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IUlIIll. I,.II)TIII; CO,I"AI _,._+ _
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per _ _.
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F. Pos_:_a-la-k, "_ea rIove _e 41 pres_e _a'-a=ce seaA (aA=:-
ao_,'.Ae).
O. lemv, _:h,e C]LF.
i. live _he _]_CS cu,,
_. _ P.he _C x-o_T _o u.llt +'_%L"A"a_'ta.
x g,b,e Ioa_:=| _ _.a:;A_; emiles as .+:A'+owl:
_mI J,eo
moogcs_m
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